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Holland City News.
VOL. Ill— NO.

2.

toauiutuM. Ik.

®he

City of
u

Wu

located 1b the Fell of IBM, betB| Mlected
ttmt of • powerful ImmlgrtUon, from
the Netb«rl»nde, under the lewlerehlp of Mev
A. C. Vab Raaltb. D. D., And oth. r*, lYe motlTM
governingthle selection At that time, hnvo been
Amply lodtlflodby the fheta as they Are this dey
pr. -eBt4 <! to the world; not bj the KTowth o. our
City Alone, but by the eteedy end IrreeUtAblu development of thle entire Cotony,of which Hol>
iinv Omr Is the CbmmtrcuU CttUrt."
The vArteoe AttrAOttone offered for Lalu end
JWwr .Vor4p(trton,PUIuHe*. M*^fac<uHng.QomVkTC#, Avtindtw*, florUckltunAc., were keenly
perceived by this people ( And Althoughbut pertly
d.- V, loped, hAve Alrwedy rowerded the iuduetry end
frugelltyef the curly pioneer*. All thle wee followed up by the privileges connected with Common School, Acipl»nic And OoUtft BiucoHon
Holland City was IncorporatedIn 1807; con'telne a popnlAtlon of Ahoat lAm InhebitAnts; 1e
Itueted on the beeutifttl shore* of Black Lake, six
miles from Lake Michigan; hee throe Rail Roads,
and a good harbor. Ills backed by a very line airricuttura)district, North. Kent ana Booth, varying
In extent from ten to Ifteea miles, and of which
Holland
la the SotvnU Mari*.
The place wee almost eaUrely destroyedhr the
memorableAre* of 1971 ;f and Ite re-bulldlbg it
marked by that same tenacity.Improved by American experience, which has characterised Its first
history.
The /Mand OKv Ntw, Is the only English paper publishedIn this City and sarroundlngs. and
Is circulated among a population of 18.0U0 Inhabiunte. A« such Itls a moat excellent modldm to
adverffae, to which fact we reapectfUllycall the
attentionef the boilneea men of this and surroumUn^^tacea; our rates are fair, and will not be

rmdM

THE SIAMESE

TKALD, K. K.,

Manufacturer of Tumps, and
LI Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machtnea; cor. lOthd River street.
V

.he

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

DAUILB. VAN PDTTEN A CO.,

I

of Hugoor MVli; (Steam Saw
Mills.) osar foot of (nh street.

ITEKBEKK,

th,

them

M

yiEB CARL, Proprietor of Holland Bmotty:
£j tenth etreet, opposite Tannery of-Cappon A
Bertech.

Meat Kirkrti
Lr LEYS. Pm First Ward Meat Market; beat of
IV Meate always on hand. Eighth Street.

ftriTi.J..Dealer

In

autopay of the

I

ud

Dsalirs.

of the other

be members of the Commission,

ns-

men

I

of these pouches. A line passing

down the centre of the band would sever
most fatiguingJourney bodies and n partial examination was all three of these prolongations and open
by day and night over the worst roads iitado, no operation being performed,and the abdominal cavliy of each of the twins.
the result of this was followedby a medThat there was a circulationthrough the
that a mountainous and rugged country
ical cousultntion. From what could be band was shown from the passage of the
ever presented. They were received by a
deputationof citizens on the part of the gleamed it was found the bodice, though Injecting matter used In embalming.
Feb. 4th, after a

gentlemen were promised every facility on

our. Eighth and Market streets.

the part of the

defunct natural curi- Chicago,as follows;
" No bottom to Chicago; she
consequence which Itoth the Com-

vation of the
osity, a

ture of their mission, the visiting medical

IkERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
I) Goods, Yankee Notions,Hats, Caps, etc.;

George Francis Train has again been

that the surgicaloperation, if performed heard from, and after being Interviewed
now, might endanger the nltlmate preser on numerous points, commented freely on

V

Mirskaik

finger

hand will give an exact idea of the arsoge-

•Islrd by those present, then disrobed the

If AN DBR HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Halt, and the agents and lawyers of their famiand Smoked Meate and VcgeUbles;paper lies.
and twine; Sth itreet.
Afler a private consultation as to the na-

••

was the most peculiar was the presenceof

and sympathy for tho sorrowing between Uie thumb snd

Indies

town and families of the twins, consisting very well preserved mi far, would in a few
of the late medical attendant of (he twins days be lu a state of decomposition,and

all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th atreet.

IV

Iho coffin upon which

lo the d<*toni. Thl* last tribute other from below the single pouch of En«
from thnne present expressionsof
Holding the first joint of the forefinger

res|»eit

H. W.. A CO., Proprlouee of the
Phoenix Planing
All kinda of build- bodies of the deceased Siamese Tw ins, aring material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
rived at Mount Airy, in North Carlina, mi

V

of

10(5.

elicited

ScientificMedical Commission

make an

llie aide

NO.

a

deputiacdby the Medical College at Pin
ladelphia,to

jfi'lng

1874. WHOLE

two such pouches from the body of Chang,
mournful smlnrsM that was very touch- the upper one shorter than the lower, but
ing, tlicj took a final farewell,and left each lapping one from above and tbf

of

gation.

The

J., Planing, Matching,Bcroll-aawIng and Moulding; River street.

of

|

ths Ccrpe, and Anatomical Investi-

and Flour

.

dm

MtUrf SUUmtnt

Proprietors

OCOTT. W.

O

A

TWXKS.

28,

now

miKMon and the families were anxious to

Committeeon Reception,
was agreed that on he following

too

much on borrowed

is

building

capital; real estate

further decided that the values are fictitious;bottom bound to fall
facilities for an autopsy were so meagip out, sooner or later, only a matter of time;
and insufficientthat it would not be. wise deetined to be a great city, but the men
avoid.

U waa

and it
I
Dealer
In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish- day they should lie escorted to the home
ing Goods.
who are building her will go under; the
of Mrs. Eng Bunker, where the late twins to attempt it on the present occasion, and
A more detailed statement of the businessof
panic
has come to stay; finances of the
this place, as repreeentedby lu leading men, will fkUURSKMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, were temporarily interred. In accordance that, beanie* the present examination and
iJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Capa.
be foond In the following /Uroctory.
countr)
rotton as the politics, and that's
efforts to obtain good photographic views
with this programme, about 11 o'clock the
We have taken palne to have them all duly rep- Clothingand Feed; River street,
resented
of the ligament and bodies, the o|KTations saying it as strongly as possible; I pre
IT'LIETSTRA. A., Groceriesand Supplies; a next day the Commission, attended by the
dieted the fire, snd the panic, and 1 now
ready market for countrv produce; a choice Committee, drove to the residence of Mrs. of the CommisMionwould be limited to a
atock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market 8L
predict that the bubble will buret soon,
Eng, which is situated some four miles partial embalmment to insure the presergllrectory.
If ANTERS, K.. Dealer iu Staves. Wood and
vation of the bodies. A number Of efforts and you will find that all thff party leaders
IV Bark; odlce at his residence, Eighth street. from Mount Airy, in a southwesterlydl
on both sides, and many of tha biggest
rection. On the way they passed the resi- to obtain photographic views were then
AgnelN.
naturally
rrK ROLLER, D„ Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
made, resulting successfullyin one in- preachers are thievee; I
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey- dence of Chang’s family, which Is only 8
prophetic—
impasslonare—
see
the
shadow!
I/'ANTBRS,A. M., Agent for (irover and B»- ancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street. miles distant,and soon afterwards they stance only. After which the partial emIV ker’a Sewing Machinal ; Eighth street.
of
coming
events
before
others
do.
Be'T'K ROLLER. 0. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco, hailed at the comfortablelog structure of balmment was performed, and the bodies
sides, 1 am the chief of the Intcrhitlonals,
Akoiteyi
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth st.
were once more covered in the coffin.
Mrs. Eug. The news of the arrivalof the
of the Fenians and of the Commune.”
I TOWARD, M. D„ Claim Agent, Attorney* snd rpE VAAKWERE^G. J., Family Supply Store;
While the photographic artists were
Commission having spread with almost
I I
Notary Public; River itreeL
"Mr. Train, allow me to ask what you
busily
engaged with their instniments tryBlacksmithshop ta rear of BUra; Eighth street. electric speed, a large number of people
think
of your prospects for the Presidency
Vf C BRIDE, 0. W., Attorney at Law and Building to obtain negatives of the dead twins,
ivi tor In Chancarr; office with M. D. How- \f AN PUTTEN * DK VRIES, General Retell from the surroundingcountry came (lourin ’76?”
ahd, cor. Eighth and River streets.
Dealers. In Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery, ing in on horseback and in buggies, and the Commission bad another Interview
Hate and Capa, Flaar, Provisions, etc.; River St.
“Won't accept; the Americans are a
soon quite a crowd were assembled, all of with the widows, when a regular agi celakirlN.
BRKMAN, H. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, Gro- them anxious and interestedspectators of ment, the nature of which was not set of fools, with the cowardly instinctsof
1JINNEKANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer ff cvrlea.Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New
divulged, was duly signed by both parties. the cur. They crouched at the feet of
L> Bakery; baking done to order; Sth street
Store, Eighth Street.
the scenes they were about to witness.
The members of the Commission were The Commissionat that time represented Grant like a pack of spaniels; Grant’s an
l)BBSINt. Mat. L, Proprlcir
ctreas of City Bakery ; YyERKMAN^ SONS, General DealersIn Dry
idiot, with hardly sense enough to be a
Confectionaryand cigars
Refreshments In
then formally introducedto the widows of the present impossibility of making the
this line rarved no call ; Sth itreet.
sti
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;itiver St.
desired examination,the ladies, afler some thief and snob; be Is smart enough to
the late twins, both of them impressing
lukiig Ml Ixckilff.
MoUrr hbllei.
persuasion, consenting to the removal of know that the Republican party can't ei>
the Commission as very proper, dignified,
IT’ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting. | \OKSBURG, H., Notary Public and Conveyan- and respectable women. In a brief inter- the bodies to the College of Physiciansat lit without him, and that'e his power, and
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and Is cer; offlee at residence.Ninth etreet.
the whole of it; Greeley was a roan of
River streets.
view which then took place, and which Philadelphia. Soon after this the coffin
| )Q8T, HENRY D., Baal buts and lamnace
again
securely
fastened, replaced in brains, and meant to be honest, but he waa
was participated in only by the widows,
looks ltd lUtloMry.
Agtnt, Notary PaNle and Couveyanoer;OoL
the only man
leciteotmade hi HolUnd and vicinity.
the Commiseion,arid the lawyers and the tin case, soldered air-tight, and placed a fool and coward. I
1HNNEKANT, Miss. A. M„ Dealer In Books A
that could have redeemed either party or
in a wagon for transportation
to
Mount
Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River If AN* SCHELVIN, oT.NuUry Public. Justice medical attendant of the families,the
Street
of the Peace and Conveyancer;Office, Uvlmembers of the Commission delicately Airy. A lunch, of which the Commission saved the country from anarchy and ruin,
laid City Snot.
riLOETINQH, A., Book-Binder,and dealer In
and deferentially set forth the object of and all others present partook, was set by but the fools could not see it; (hey begin
IlfALHH, 11 Notary Public, Conveyancer,
Books and Stationery ; River etreet.
the widows, after which the doctors de- to see It now, but It’s too late— the republic
lusurau
Insurance aid Real Eilat e Offlee; City their visit, and urged the importance to
Drug
Short,
8th
StreaL
parted with their precious anatomical is doomed ; Grant's the lut President we
I/' ANTERS, L. T.,dfc CO., Dealere in Books.
science of an examination of the bodies.
IV Stationery, Toys, Notlous and Candles;opshall have; he and his party frlenda are
After a brief discussion, during which charge On the way a stoppage was made
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
HMttn.
cooking things up to crown him emperor.
both the ladies evinced considerablefeel- at the house of Mrs. Chang Bunker, In
HOEK. J. C., Hoaae,fliy and Carriage Painter;
Book oai ftooo.
It's too late for that. Before their plane
order
to
obtain
the
consent
of
one
of
that
ing, they consented to the propositions of
LFBRDINK A WE8TERHOF, General deal- River HmSt 0>er °a,“t U‘t‘rtB •*fon,,hop’ the Commission,on the condition and lady’s daughters to the removal of the re ripe, the Commune will sweep over

IkOSMAN.J.W..Merchant Taylor, and

D

F

§ju*infM

am

1

1

v

A

;

I

D

wu

v

_

fv

I J era 1 n Boots and Shoes
River street.

;

repairing neatly done

;

KIUIDENlKIUH^mirei Carriage with the distinct understanding that the bodies. This was finallyvery reluctantly the country and spread anarchy and con*
Painters;shop over Vaarwerk’s Grocery
fusion everywhere.Then I shall assum#
bodies should not be injuriously mutilated. given, as that young lady was opposed
TTEROLD, B., Manufacturer of and dealer in Store, First Ward, Eighth Street
the dictatorship,And restore order, peace,
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
from
the
beginning
to
the
whole
proThis the Commission agreed to in a few
Eighth etreet.
fhyilclui.
and prosperity to the country. Mark
ceedings.

117EYMAR A

vv

IL

moments. Afterwards they descended

QPRIIT8MA, L. * BON,

O

DealersIn and Manu-

facturers of all kinds of Boots and Shoes ; Sth

A NNI8, T. E., PhyMrlan; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Pvblic SquAre.

/V

St.

|
TVOBSBURG.

E

DEBOER, B.,

Physician; residence

Ninth street.

Sn«i ud lodloiaM.

T EDEBOER, F. 8., Physician and Surgeon;
iJ Offlee and home, at the residence of B. Lx

J. 0., Dealer In Drugt and Medlclnee, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth St.

dkboib. M. Dm 9th street.

VANPUTTEN.Wb.,

POWKRB.T. Dm

AJ

Dealer In DrugoTedL
clnea, Painte, Olle, ett.: ProprieiorofDr.
W. Van Din Bias's Family Medicines;River St.

v

y^ALSHJUKBBR,

Druggist A Phwmaclst^afoll

Bee advertisement.

HomeopathicPhysician and
Surgeon ; offlea on M. D. Howano's lot, corner of 8th and River at {residence on 10th at.

I

OCHOUTEN,

O

R. A., Burgeon, Physician Obstetrl-

clan, Regular graduatedsnd Ucensed. Ofresidence, corner 9th and Fish Street.

fice at

niNJAMINSE.

If BYBR

De

W«., Publisher of
HUH., A CO., Daalars in a(l kinds of Fnrifl nlture. CurtAins, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, IJ laiultr: all kinds of printingdone neatly,
and at low figures; Eighth street.
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

P RID8EMA J. Mm A BON, General Dealers in
LV Furniture A Cofflns; Eighth Street. See advertisement.

\f ENNKMA, A., Dealer In

Furniture. Wall Paper, Carpets. Oil Cloths, Curtains, Ac. Wagonshop in rear of Store; Eighth Street

v

lard van.

TJAVERKATE,G, J. A

1L

SON, 1st Ward Hardware Store; sell cheaper than any other;

Bib street.

I/'ROON, G. J.. Retail Dealer In all the branches
of Hardware.A full stock always on hand;
Ith street

IV

ffAN DER VEEN,

R., Dealer In General Hard

v ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
VAN LANDBGEND A ilBLIS, Dealers in

>.

Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple*

menta; Eighth street.

A HOUSE.
i**
:SSS!fSS'‘«a
IlUll.

P. Zalsman, Proprietor

•cwnunodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth Street.

The remains arrived at Philadelphia, on words. I have given you a view of the
the cellar where the bodies were interred.
This was found to be a dark but some- the 10th. The Commission made a full horoscope of America; It’s my destiny to
what spacious apartment, the floor of report, respecting their trip to North Caro- rule this country for the next twentyyeers;
which was the naked earth, the soil above lina, and a vote of thanks was tendered to I am the only man living that can do It,
and the people will see that soon. They
the substrata of rock being of a porous them for the satisfactoryresults of the trip.
Dr. Hollingsworth,of Mount Airy, phy- begin to see it already."
and mouldy nature. Accompanying the
sician
of the twins, read a letter from tho
Commissionwas a tinner to open the case
The followingis from our scrapbook,
legal
adviser
of the family. The document
in which the bodies had been placed.
and
although out of date Is too good to be
The scene now was quite a weird and sol- laid great stress upon the agreement not to
lost.
It reminds one of the endless decisemn one. The temporarysepulchre was dissect the bodies or cut the connecting
ions
and
of the fears which haunted the
reached by a northwesterndoor from an- band in front, but In the back, so as not

when the
the crowd of

other basement apartment,and,

fiMUktn.

Faialturs.

my

to

Commission descended,
neighlKirs thronged in and stood

silently

to

mar the perfect formation of the

liga-

peaceeble citizen,in those days of stamps,

ment, as such would interfere with the reports, licenses, returns and income tsi:
" Parties using ptper collars most use
public exhibitionof the bodies, which

them from tholr original package; that is,
around the improvisedtomb of the twins. the relativespropose making after the auV^RST, C., Publisher of Dt WachUr, Organ of The darkness being intense,pine wood topsy has been held. The letter also in- from the box in which they have been
the True Ref. Dutch Church.
purchased,and a three cent revenue stamp
knots were then lighted in one corner, the structsthe College that the utmost precaumust
be attached to each one when put on.
ladlliN.
flickering glare of which cast ghostly tion must be taken to preserve the bodies
When
it becomes soiled and Is turned with
T\E VRIES, U.,. Dealer In Harness. Satchels, shadows . of the spectatorsathward the by enbalming,else Dr. Pancoast and his
1/ Trunks, Baddies, Whips, Robes, etc.;
the clean side out, it must receive another
wooden celling and along the roughly- colleagues forfeit $100,000.
Eighth street.
three cent stamp, and most also be conbuilt granite walls of the room.
The College agreed to accept full reVAUPKL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer In
spicuouily stamped with the word turned.*
Harness, Trunks. Baddies snd Whips;
In the midst of a deep silence,and with sponsibility. The cofflnswere opensd the
Eighth
v
Boxes when emptied,cannot be used a
great solemnity, the earth was then re- next day and it was determined to immesecond time, but must be destroyedin the
WigexMjtsn ul BUekimltti.
moved from around the outer wooden diately re-embalm the bodies.
room where emptied, and the assessor far*
On the 13th the day was taken up by sepLIEMAN, J.4 Wagon and Blacksmith Bhop; case, which was lilted from its position
nished with a certificateof the fact. If
Horae Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
and conveyed to the apartment without. curing photographs. The corpses were
done. Cash paid for Fore.
thrown ont of the window, or carried ottt
Here the outside case was then taken off, taken in a number of positions, and from
in a coal acuttle or wMh4nb,iach boxes
WatokssaalIsvslry.
the charcoal removed, and the tin case differentpoints of view, so as to put on will be subject to export duty. ,
A USERS, J., Jeweler end Watch maker. The presenteditself to view. Proceeding in permanent record the external appearan
Bootblacks are requested to use their
oldest eetebllshmentin the city; Eighth
order, the tinner then opeued the latter ces. The first cut looking toward the au
blacking just as they find it when the box
topsy, which begins formally to-day, waa
TOSLINABRETMAN. Watchmakere,Jewel- and the inside coffin was exposed. With
is opened, adding nothing to it whatever.
s| ere. and dealers In Fancy Goods; cor. Eighth great care this was then carried to one of on the abdomen of Eng. A hand was
The act of spitting in the box and smearand Market streets.
the rooms of the house up-stairs, where a passed in at the opening, and the fingers
ing the contents with a brush constitute
B.,* Watchmaker at J. Albius:
were carried nearly to the fleshy bond of
Tv Eighth street; all work neatly done and full and excellent light was obtained, and, union. This shows that the lining mem- the bootblacka mixer, or compounder, or
warranted.
afler being placed in a proper position,
rectifier, or manufacturer of blacking, and
the cover was taken off. All the members brane of the general abdominal cavity lines
he must pay the ordinary manufacturer's
Several Baltimore manufacturershave of the Commission and several others the opening into this fleshy bond. Casts

T

V

street.

L

A

license.

recently addressed a letter to the Secre- present bent eagerly over the
tary of the Treasury, setting fyith their

first

coffin, the

sensationthey experienced being a results.A well-known

working of the Eight cadaveric odor, Vrhich, however, was not
IdNiyailalsIkkUs.
Hour law. They have found that a man at all repulsive. A white gauze muslin
BTre*Vp-iUlc«^l«?SiSi.MWnot only cannot do as much work In eight coveringbeing drawn off, the faces of the
POONE, H., Livery and Sale Stable; Market hours ss In ten, but that under the former deid twins were exposed. The featurea
E> stree*.
stree
system he dots less work per hoar. of Chang were partially discolored, those
of Eng being natural. Both the bodies
} VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Workingmen, moreover,employed by the
Iv gpodaccommodatlonfor horses; 9th street, Government under this system, become were habited in neat black suits, the coffin
, wear Market.
unfit for ordinary day's wArk. They sug- waa nicely lined with muslin, and, from
Phskfraphi.
gest that tho beet thing the Government the indications so far, they seemed to be
| AUDER GEORGE, Photograph* and Gems can do is to let the labor-questionsettle in a very gpod state of preservation. Both
objections to the

nJ Insllthevarious styles ana sixes; Gallery
j itself.
on Eighth Street.

have been taken with highly successfnl

the widows then came into the

artist,

who

is con-

versant with the subject, from practice in

army

hospitals,was engaged to

make

drawings upon the internal parti as they

The Michigan

State Publishers’

Associa-

tion met in extra settion at Lansing, on
the 17th Inst., to take aettoo in regard to the

proposed amendmentsof the postal laws

are developed.

relative to poatage on newspapers.The
The resultsof the autopsy, though not meeting was the largest ever held by the
yet published in detail, show that the twins association,fifty newspapersbeing reprecould not have been separated without fe- sented. The sentiment expressedappeared

lining membranes of the to be in favor of the payment of postage
each were found to enter the on exchanges, but there waa a unanimous
band and form pouches,overlappingeach expression that pipers should efreujaii
room, each I other at the center of the band. What free In the county Where published.
tal results.

Abdomen

in

The

mnnity turned out to view the body of the
dead baudit/ind expressed the wildest joy at
•uch a deliverance. Thus ends the history of
•the worst, most cry el Bud bloodthirsty gang
that aver indented
country. A reward of
will Impaid toe partiy^oncerued.

HOLLAND’ CITY NEWS.
0. 8.

DOESBURG
RQ A
A fb; I^Lisniyi

HOLLAND CITY,

*

MICHIGAN.

w

Damaging freshets are reported in various
parts of the South. The running of railway
trains has been seriously interrupted by the
destructionof bridges and culverts.... There
is great rejoicing in Robeson and adjacent
counties in North Carolina -t the death of

NEWS SUMMARY.
jOt* ”,M

The East.

suit involving the neat little enra of Steve Lowery, the last of the Scuffletowuoatlawn, and large numbers of people flocked to
683,000 has jnat been decided at Providence Lumberton to view the dead body of the terR. L, after fifteen yean' lltigatiofi.
rible bandit. Whan shot ha carrieda rifle,
Anothcb scene in tho contest for women's three pistols and a knife.
rights has Just been enacted at Worceetor,
Washington.'
Mass., where the estates of the women who
A strong movement is being made for the
refused to pay taxes, becanse they were de- abolitionof the tax on leaf tobacco.... The
nied the vote, were pnt np for sale. Bnt one House Committeeou Appropriationshave reof them was purchased, and that by a friend.
Land taxed without representationis about as duced the amount of the Indian appropriation
bill to about five millions of dollars. The esunsalableas tea was in the same Btato about

A

Michael Hicks Beach has been appointed
Chief Secretaryfor belaud; Sir Henry Selwin
Ibbetaou Under-Bearetary for tho Home Department, and Sit Charles Adder If President
of the Board of Trade. Sir John Pakington
has been elevated to the Peerage, under the
title of Baron Hamilton.... The Queen, at the
recommendationof Gladstone, has granted
a pension of 1,000 per annum to the cnildreu
of Dr. Livingstone.Sir Bertie Frere is convinced of tho truth of the reported death of
the great traveler. The Cameron Expedition
will proceed to Ujiji, to obtaia the documents
aud proparty loft by the Doctor.

tion of two Congressmcn-et-largo from Alabama. ...

Last Year’s Failures,

The Hofttc consumed most of theday In discussing
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the partislrevival
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we frankluirprivl*4
without eornky to s vote.

e bill for
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FriHrt,

—SenatefiThe

F el#,20.

bill.for tin

c^u

usli^fou the currene
ngsjtu b4fcro
Senate, on a motion to reconr
amor the votedrTh

The

ajimal/circMar oMIessrs. Dun,
|
of fto Nfov Yorkttercirntde ^entf, confins the foliating
iiib‘i<‘Ht%H^i8tic®' and comparative
stmfemeflw of the ffilureflftf firms ?and

C<

Barlow

day, by which tho aubetltutoof Cooper wa* adopted
individualsthroughout the United
The motion was carried,and the eubatitutorejected.
The question then recurring on Morrimou'eresolu- States during 1872 and 1873 •
tion to inatructthe finance Committee to report a
1873.
bill providing for an expansionof the National
187*2.
Dank circulationto $400,01)0,000, it was adopted by a

i™0

A terribleaffair is reported from the State

o'j'F

w"

jiwoviit

State*.

il
of Vera Cruz, Mexico. A quarrel between Hot!*.- The day was devoted principallyto the
consideration of private bills.
.The callingup of
the townsmen of Qnimixtlau aud Uuascaleca
Mltantboristafftto
Washingtonaud JMut Lookout
resulted in a fight iu which seventeen per- railroadto extend its line through Washingtoncity
Alabama
sons were killed. It is reported that the in- produced a good deal of agitation and excitement
Arkansas
furiated Huascalecans afterward went to among members, the Pennsylvania members oppos- California ..... i
Quimixtlan aud began an indiscriminatemas- ing it bitterly. The dlscnsaiou was carried on amid UonnMticut
sacre, killing children aud cutting off the great noise and confusion. The House adjourned Delaware
31
pending a motion to table tho bill.
breasts of women.
Dist of Col,
13
.

LiabilUifn.

.

.

.

.

$1,887,

,

Amount

y

MO

•if

Liabilities.

75
20

307,000

!$S:

80
79

663,

20

,

240,i

$1,501,000
217.000
2.434.000
2.370.000
199.000
59,000
189.000
1.293.000
11.470.000
991.000
876.000
800.000
2.069.000
3.100.000
1,072,009
6.045.000
26,374,000
2.720.000
407.000
591.000
2.670.000
201.000
447.000
2.036.000
8.417.000
00,684,000
202.000
6.569.000
9.422.000
1.179.000
801,000
1.438.000
252.000
860.000

8

Florida ....... ..

10
258,00) 16
Saturday, Feb. 2l.-Nena/<«.—Not in session.
67
2.113.000 73
//oum.— Most of the day waa devoted to the oontimates were for about seven millions.
329
7.109.000
1775
Massachusetts Supreme Court
sideratiou of private bills, a number of which were Indiana .....
134
2.260.000 80
has decided that women have an emial right
A Washington correspondentstates that the Progress of the Good
Iowa
........
Conta141
1.917.000 91
. Banning presented a petitionto hare
with
to sit on school boards.... The Senate AppropriationCommittee will propose gion Spreading All Over the Country- disposed of
Kausa*
.
94
821,000 90
the anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's birthday de- KeutffSkj ......
Maine Senate has voted In favor of the aboli3.287.000 91*
The Large Ottlss Uecomlng Infected. clared a public holiday....The bill authorizing the Louisiana ....... 125
the
abolition
of
the
postal-car
system
on
railtion of the death penalty.
74
2.831.000 85
roads, and the repeal of the clause providing
The women’s crusade against the dramshops Point Lookout railway to extend its line through Main* .......... 80
752.000 90
Washington was discussed at length, aud tinally re- MaryUnd .......
friqhttul accident oocurrod the other for the free delivery of letters— the latter, ou
63
1. 220.000
75
is spreading in all directions. Tho assaulting ferred to the Committee of the Whole.
. Adjourned
Massaclmsotta. . 309
11,224,000 353
day at Union Dale, Pa. A locomotive leaped the ground that largo sums are thus spent for
It ichiKan
party is tiring regular broadsides of prayer to Tuesaay,34th.
24H
3.917.000 175
the track, going over an embankment seventy- the beneflt of residentsin a few cities, which
6?
944.000 43
Monday, Feb. 23. -Senate.—
Senate
into tho saloons,following thep up with a
the people at large are taxed to pay for.
79
909,000*
five feet, killing instantlythe engineer, the
raking fire of psalms, sung in long, short aud met, and after prayer by the Chaplain, Anthony Misao
188
6,867,009 175
conductor, the fireman, and the brakeman.
Political.
Nebraska
311.000 17
common meter, to suit the occasion, with a rose and said that the country was to-dav celebrat- N. Hampshire.. 22
The
Republicans
have
elected
their
muni27
513.000 37
A shocking tragedy was recently enacted in
ing the birthday of Waahlngtou,aud it Was not cusNsw Jersey ..... 119
few scattering shots in the way of exhortations
2.482.000 196
tomary for tha Senate to ait ou such a day, mile**
New York city. A party of drunken detec- cipal tickets ip Pittsburgh, Allegheny City,
Now
York ...... 544
13.721.000 423
to the wicked giu-slingersto flee from the there was an extraordinaryproaaore of business.
New/York City,, 644
tives. in pursuit of a man for whom they had and Harrisburg, Pa.... A large mass meeting
92.635.000 385
He, therefore,moved that tho Senate adjourn. The
wrath
to come. The telegraphicdispatches
N. Carolina,....
63
672.000 30
motion waa unauimouslycarried,and the Senate
a warrant, broke into the house of a reputable of citizens opposed to the Kellogg GovernOhio.. .......... 911
11.320.000 226
and
mail
correspondence
of
the
daily papers adjourned.
ment
was
held
in
Orleans
the
other
citizen named McNamara, who, resisting the
F.npsjl vania,... 676
31.445.000 445
f/wuee.— Not in sceeion.
give reports of the surpnaiug manner in which
Rhode Island
outrageous intrusion, was shot down by the day.
58
15.259.000 • 40|
this siugnlarwarfare is extending.It has asCarolina .....
intoxicatedofficers, . .The perpetratorof the
36
1.937.000 40
Tuehday,Feb. 24.— Senate.—Petitioue were H.
Tennessee ...... 77
1.630.000 56
New York Stock Exchange noax has been arThe Kansas State Grange was in session at sumed proportionsso formidable that it is no
presented from citizensof Chicago for and against Territories
44
868.000 15
rested and held to bail. He is a young man Topeka last week, 600 delegates being in at- longer a sensation, and must now be discussed,
Texas .......... 116
1.751.000 75
if not as a revolution,at least as a terribly an expansion of the currency. .. The bill to equalize
by the name of McCoy.
Vermont ........ 21
350,000 30
tendance. The reports of the Executive Com- earnest and an apparentlyoffeotive crusade.
2-29,000
the currency was again before the Senate, and Va. and W. Va..
125
2.188.000 103
1,636,060
West.
mittee, Business Agent, and officers show the
Dr. Dio Lewis has abandoned the field in Schurz delivered an elaborate speech against fur- Wlsctusin...... 81
1,574,000 66
1.127.000
expansion. He was answeredby Morton on be
The Chicago brewers have decided to raise affairs of the order to be in au excellentcon- Ohio and gone to New England to inaugurate ther
half of the inflationists.
Totals ......... 5183 $228,499,000 4069
dition. and tlie financial iutorests to have been the great work in Worcester, SnringgeFd aud
$121,066,000
the price of beer 12 per barrel, and the saloonHouse.— Bills introduced : by Woodman, to regu
oconomically managed. Tlie order is increas- Boston, but will return about the middle of
keepers threaten to import the beverage from ing more rapidly than at any previous time. March to prosecute the war again in the West. late the service of the collectionof customs, also to
other cities if the raise is made.
Lost Their Lives
The membershipin the State numbers 30,000.
The prohibitiouists iu
York and Phila- regulate duties ou importedwiucs ; by Smith (Pa.),
. .The Btato Grange
of Missouri, held at delphia are planning a campaign,aud in 8t. to enable the Mennonitesof Russia to effect a setFear.
The Supreme Court of New Mexico has de^
Boonville,last week, wae one of the largest Louis aud other large cities active prepara- tlement on public land ; by Smith (Va.), to abolish
dded that the Pueblo Indians, of which there
It is well-known
that small-pox
the office* of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
conventions that ever assembled in the State. tions are going on for a temperance revival.
are some 20,000 ia the Territory, are citizens. Delegates from over 1,600 granges were in atCustoms, etc.; by existed for
The crusade is being vigorouslyprosecuted the Commissioner
weeks in a store on
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tehdance, representing a membership largely
.... The Chicago ChrisplnB are on a strike....
A private letter from the Bed Cloud Agency to over 100,000. The meeting was characterized
a prominent army officer at Omaha says that by the utmost harmony aud good feeling
the employee there are in constant fear of among the delegates.
their livee, and dare not show their heads out
The Tennessee State Grange has just had
of doora after dark.
an interestingand harmonioussession at GalTwo rabid dogs made a terrible raid through
latan. Nearly 500 subordinate granges were
the streets of Chicago, a few days ago crearepresented,there being between 600 aud 600
ting the wildest consternation.Seventeen delegates present, many ladies being delepersons and sixty canines were bitten before gates.
the brutes were dispatched.
A dbleoate convention of the State Grange
Thebz has been serious rioting in St. Clair
of Illinois is to be held at Bloomington on the
county, 111., between the striking coal-miners
14th of April.

and the negroes who had taken their places

Foreign.

mines. Cfov. Beveridge, at the call of
the Sheriff of the county, has sent arms and
amrauhitionto be used in suppressing the
in the

Nino Lunalilo, of the Sandwich Islands, is
dead — It is announced from London that
rioting..., HostileIndians recently appeared Dr. Beke, the great English explorer, has
at Julfesbuigond Chappellstations, on the fonnd the true Mount Sinai, in Arabia, at an
Union Pacific railroad, stole several head of
attitude of 5.000 feet above the sea level ....
horses, and fired into the station-houses...*.
The final result of tho British Parliamentary
The National Crop Reporterpublishes estielections is summed up as follows : CouserVomates in relation to the percentage of the hay
iives returned 351 ; Liberals and Homeand potato crops of 1873, in producers’hands
Rulers, 302. Of these 466 were elected after
Feb. 1, in the States of Illinois,Iowa, Kansas,
a contest. The total uumbet of votes polled
Minnesota,Ohio, and Wisconsin....Those
in the United Kingdom aud Irelandwas 2,500,States produced last yeas over 9,000,000 tons
000. Ireland returns 15 Liberals. 80 Conof hay, of which there was on hand Feb. 1 a
servatives.and 58 Home-Rulers .......
little over 43 per cent, or about 4,500,000 tons.
Spanish accounts from Cuba give reportsof a
Illinois retains the lightest percentage, a
battle, in which 3,000 Spaniards defeated aud
trifle less than 45, and Wisconsin the heaviest,
pat to flight,after eight hoars' fighting and a
nearly 52. The States named produced last
loss of only 154 men, a column of 5,000 payear about 20,000,000 bushels of Irish potatriots.
toes. Amount now on hand 10,000,000 bushels.... The prospects for fruit in Southern
A London telegram anoounces the death of
Illinois and Southwest Missouri are flattering.

Sir Francis Pettit Smith, the inventor of the

— The freight war which has for some time
been going on between the Baltimore and screw
Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads has gradually
spread, and fleroe battles are now fighting between these two corporations in nearly every
city of the Union. The result is a general reduction of rates and a universal rejoicing
among the traveling and shipping pubhe. This
battle, which has now lasted for several
months in the East, has moved westward, until nearly every Western road is on the warpeth,

GiNUiL Sheehan is now at Fort Laramie,
Wyoming Territory, where he and General
Ord

.Three hundred men went adrift in East
Saginaw Bay, Mich., on the morning of Feb.
23, on a cake of ice upon which they had built
a fishing village, ana which was driven away
from the shore by a strong southwest wind.
The cheerless craft bore them out into the
lake till a change of the wind to the west
brought them up to the erstern shore of the
bay, where 200 of them managed to escape at
different points. About 100 were still on the
ice at last account, and their escape from the
perils of the breaking ice and tlie freezing
wither can hardly be hoped for ... A call has
beei issued a for convention of delegates from
the NorthwesternStates to be held at Rock
Island, 111., on March 24, on the subject of
cheap transportation.
.

.

.

.
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bearing in his hand a white bag in token of
surrender.Each victory is made the occasion
of a grand jnbilee.
At Hillsboro, Ohio, Judge Steele has dissolved tho injunction against ths praying
ladies.

G. W. Miller, proprietorof & saloon at Salem, Ohio, has closed np his doors and emptied
all his liquors in the street.
In Dayton, preparations for an active war
ou the rum-sellersare going forward.
At Terre Haute, Richmond,and other large
towns in Indiana, the temperance advocates
are marshalling their forces for a vigorous
campaign.
An attempt to open the movomeut in Oshkosh, Wis., has met with poor success.
The war has invaded Omaha, Neb., and
prayer-meetingsare being held in the saloons
of that city.
The contagion has even developed itself as
far west as Colorado, and singing and praying
bands are at work in Denver, Golden City, 'and
other towns.
In Indianapolis the women are organizing
for the good work.
It is reported from Cleveland. Ohio, that
1,500 women of that city are banded together,
and will begin a concerted praying raid on tho
cohorts of King Alcohol in a few days. Three
thousand ladies in New York are said to be
banded together for a similar purpose.

.The delegate from Alsace

in the German Parliament made a speech in
that body the other day, violentlyassailing
the Goyerment for its ontrageous act iu forcibly taking possessionof foreign territory ____

War has been commenced on

the

Egyptian

frontier. According to late London news, a
battle has been fought. The Sultan of Darfour having invaded Egyptian torritory. was
defeated and hie army destroyed.A Vizier
and many chiefs were killed. . .The famine in
India is reported to be abating.
.

Ret. Robert Moftat, the celebrated En-

are organizingan army to operate against glish missionary to South Africa,is still in
doubt as to the correctness of the report of

the murderousSioux, General John E. Smith
will be in command of the troops in the field.
.

propeller.

Dr. Livingstone’sdeath. The British Foreign
Office also entertainsthe same doubt.,..A
rumor conies from Havana that United States
Consul Hall was threatened bv a mob, and
was obliged to flee for safety to a British
man-of-war....Capt. Morton, who recently
arrived at Nsw York from Havana, reports
that about Feb. 1 a column of Spanish troops,
1,200 strong, was utterly routed by the insurgents. who killed and captured over GOO
men. . .The Marquis of Westminsteris to be
.

made

a

Duke.

The new

British Ministry is composed as

follows : First Lord of the Treasury, Disraeli

;

Chancellor of tho Exchequer,Sir Stafford

Northcote ; First Lord of Admiralty, George
Ward Hunt; Secretaryof State for the Home
Department.Riohard Asheton Cross; SecreA dispatch from Saginaw Bay of Feb. 24
tary of State for the Foreign Department. Earl
states that 75 or 100 men were still on the iceDerby; Secretary of State for the Colonial
floes, about ten miles from shore. Little apDepartment, Earl Carnarvon : Secretary of
prehension was felt for their safety, as small
State for War. Gathoroe Hardy; Secretary of
parties were constantly mtkiug their way to
shote, although the passage wm very perilous,
having to be made over broken cakes of ice.

to the

CONGRESS.

Packard, yielding

lauds

covert'd

State

of

Indiana
and
Lake Gsorge ; by Field, to increase the currency
ed, aud all others are expected to capitulate and to provide for ita inter-convendon with Govbefore many days. A saloon-keeper iu that ernment bonds, and to abolish the sinking fund ;
town, who had closed his doors against th«T by Barker, to abolishcapital punishment;by
women aud taken refuge in the cellar,emerged Burcbard,to facilitate the exportation of distilled
from his subterranean retreat the other day, spirit* (passed)....The larger portionof the day
in the towns of Ohio with the greatest snccese.
In Xenia a number of saloons have been clos-

by Wolf Lake

Howo

in-

troduced a bill amendatory of the Soldiers’Home-

He

When Lincoln

started to Washington
before his first inauguration, Devoe and
Tom Lampsonwere sent to Baltimore
to investigate the rumor that the President would be assassinatedin that city.
The work was difficultand dangerous,
and had to be prosecuted with the ut-

most secrecy. They managed

to

with the active secessionists, and finally
joined a secret society whose intent was
to kill Lincoln under the cover of a concerted mob. It had been arranged that
the Prasident should be escorted
through the streets, and tho murder
was to have been done while a number
of the society attacked and disordered
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Col. Wtatt 0. Thomas, an old aud prominent Arkansas journalist,
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then stationed at differentpoints in the city,
to prevent farther disorders, which fact doubtless led to the absurd rumor, which came via
Key West, that the city had been taken poe-

session of by rebellious volunteers and
Jovellarexpelled.

The

lateet reportsfrom the famine in India

state that 280,000 people are

from Want of food, and

that,

now
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drag a feather bed across the room and Hoob—
Clover Sked ...........
6 1W @ 5 55
Currency question.Camerou’s amendmentto the
pile it on the floor. Repeatedlyhe
.. DETROIT.
Redistribution bill providingfor free bankingwaa
fonght desperatelywith Eng— a hand to
................. } 5?J! }
rejectedby a vote of 32 to 26. Gordon’# inconvertiNo. 1..., .............
ble bond-note proposition was also defeated. hand combat, the latter always acting
Cooper offered a substitute for Mt.rrimon's on the defensive.Once Chang suc«• Amber ................
"
Corn— No. 1, Old .............. J8
..
amendment increasingthe national bauk circulalion 'to $400,000,000was then adopted. ceeded in cutting. him very severely in
It Instruct# the Finance Committae to the face, it is said, with a knife, before Clover Seed........
• 5 15 @ 5 40
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ment, for the free exchangeof newspapersbetween their meals he would fly into a passion,
publishers,and for the free transmission of weekly
spring up, and, seizing the table cloth,
newspapers by mail within the oonnty where pubWhrat— Amber Michigan ...... 1 48
1 48J
bers in front ef the Captain-General'spalace,
fished, was discussed without reaching a vote. ... An would jerk all the plates, dishes aud ,
No. 2 White Wabash.. 1 62
..
and demanded,with load cries, a change of evening session was held, for tho considerationof
eatables off the table and scatter the
No. 1 Red .............1 51j@ 1
the decrees regardingthe draft. The civil the bill to revise the statutes.
fragments all over the room. A favorite Oo»N .................. . ...... .
guards fired ou the mob, killingfive and
47
..
Thursday, Feb. 19.— Senate.—Another day
of displaying his temper was to Ovre ...........
wounding a large number. Volunteers,were

snffering report a bill providing for the convertibility
of United Statei Treasurynotes into gold coin or 6
per cent bonds of the United States,and alao for
South... .Steve Lowery, the last survivor of
of the British authorities, 600,000 would starve
free banking under the provisions of the National
the notorious Robinson county rN. 0.) band to death.* . A treaty of peace has been signed Rank act ... Tl^e bill amending tho Patent laws waa
of outlaws, was recently killed by three by Sir Garnet Wolsely and the King of Ash- passed.
farmers near Lumberton. The entire com- antee....ALoudon dispatch states that Sir
House.— A bill was passed providingfor the eleoMississippi, Tennessee, and other paits of the
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Indians on the northwesternfrontier 6f Texas,
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manslaughterwas passed. It providesthat any ploy during the war, at times acting as
person who shall be convictedof the crime of
a spy withm the rebel lines, and upon
manslaughterin any United States court in any
State or Territory,or in the District of Columbia, the assassinationof Lincoln was one of
shall be imprisoned not exceeding twenty ywtrs, and
the many detectives who were put at
be fined not exceeding$1,000... .A bill waaaiso
passed making the punishment for extortion by work to hunt out those i concerned in
officers, or persons acting under authority of the
the plot. He arrested Mrs. Surratt,

m

9}®

00

a

Likct.-Col.Buell, with a small force of
a camp of Comanche

NEW YORK.
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cavalry, recentlystruck

The Markets.

got the details of the plot as members
of tho society, and it was upon their information that the expedient of hurrying Lincoln through on another train
CHICAGO.
was adopted. When the plot had failed
Buns— Choice Graded Steers. 6 00 @ 6
the society looked about for traitors in
Choice Natives ....... 5 65 v 5
their midst, and they soon learned that
Good to Prime Steers. 5 80 (§> 5
Devoe and Lampson were not residents
Cows and Heifers ..... 2 60 @ 3
Medium to Fair .......3 75 (0 4
of Baltimore. This was enough to
Inferiorto Common.. 2
2
Mouse their suspicions,and the detecStock Steers ..........3 00 @ 4
tives found it necessary to quit so sudHoos— Live ....................
4 60 (&> 5
denly that their baggage was left beDressed ................6 12!@ 6
hind. They went to Washington, and Flour— Choice White Winter.... 8 60 ® 9
Red Winter ...........6 75 @ 7
were followed by a gang of Baltimore

and

before the war in South Carolina.

pox there, was dreadfully frighteued,
and went home to die of small-pox.—
Pottmllc (Pa.) Journal,

mix

.

Property is taxed twenty .times is much as

similar. He entered the same store,
was informed of the existenceof small-

introduceda bill to
extend the time for the construction of the Wisconsin Central railroad.... The bill to provide for a
commission to inquire into the liquor trafficwas
discussed without action.... The greater portion of
the day’s session wss devotedto the consideration
of the bill to equalizethe currency. Chandler. Howe,
Morton, Frelinghuyeen, Schurz, Ferry, and Logan
took part in Inf debate. A vote waa reachedon
Soott's amendment, proriding for the redemption of
the whole volume of national bank currency by spocie or Intereet-bearingbonda of the United Stale*.
The amendment waa lost by the cloae vote of 30 to
28. Four Western Senators— Schurz, Chandler,
Sargentand Sherman— voted aye. Howe's amendment, providingfor the sellingeach month, to the
hlgheatbidder, for United State# notes, coupon
Whrat— No. 1 Spring ..........1
1
bonda equal to 85 per cent, of the addltioial bank roughs, who infested their hotel, and
No. 2 Spring ..........1 17 (» 1
circulationIssued during the month preceding, the probably intended vengeanceof some
No. 8 Spring ..........1 13i<® 1
bonds to bear 5 per cent, interest,was voted on and
kind. Bnt here again detectivework Corn— No. 2 ................... 53
lost— 16 to 40. Buckingham’s motion, to instruct
the Finance Committee to report a bill to provide thwarted any plan that may have been Oats— No. 2 .................... 41}@
for free bankingand for the fundingof legal-tender
concerted. Another detective, who Ryr— No. 2 .................... 83
notes into United States bonds, and the redemption
Barlry— No. 2 .................
1 68 (§
of United States bonds in legal-tender notes, was had gone to Washington as one of Buttrr— Good to Choice. ..... 35 <®
defeated.
the Baltimore gang, found a chance
Medium to Good.... 28 (§> .
House.— The vote by which Wilshire (Ark.) waa to put Devoe and Lampson on their Eoos— Fresh ................ 22 («>
PoRi-Mets ................... 14 05 @14
declared entitledto a seat was reconsidered and laid guard.
on the table. . .The bill prescribing the penalty for
Devoe remained in Government em- Lard .........................
stead law.

.

Gras,

were two men, one a

well-to-dostorekeeper at Auburn, and
the other from Cressouft. One day the

funeral appearance of things. “ Why,”
said some one, “don’t you know that
Death of a Famous Detective.
they have small-pot there ?” At this
intelligence
the heart of the Auburn
Eli Devoe, who died recentlyat Monmouth, N. J., was one of the best man sank within him, he was at once
known of New York detectives. At the seized with pains, went home and died
commencement of the rebellion he en- of small-pox in three days. The fate
tered the service of the Government. of the Cressona man was almost exactly

Eng was

Mabdi

dealt at his dtore

aud

Whether

pomp throughout the Southern

keeper. Among the customers who

’
was devoted to the consideration of the bill looking
partialrevival ot the franking privilege,which Auburn man came to this store, bought
went over without action.... Shanks offered a reao- a stock of goods,
in going out nolution Instructing the Committee ou Indian Affairs
to investigate the atatna of ths Indians in the ticed that the doors and windows were
United States aud Territoriesas to their citizenship closed.
asked the reason of this
under the Constitution.Adopted.

Untied States, a fine not exceeding $500 and imprisand while at her house detected Paine
onment not exceeding three years.. .A bill was
passed providing that no person shall be prosecuted, in the guise of a laborer. Tho arrest
tried, or punishedin any United Statescourt for
TfliBTY-eixvaluablecircus horses and other Uf tho Council, the Duke of Richmond ; Lord any offensenot capital, or for any fine or forfeiture of Paine brought him a large reward.
John
Manners
is appointedPostmaster-Gen-under any penal statute, unless Indicted or inforproperty of Montgomery Queen’s circus were
eral .... Political disturbancesare threatened mation shall be found or Instituted within five
Tempers of the Siamese Twins.
consumed by fire at Morris, IB., last week. .
in Japan.... The French Bonapartists are to years, except In case of persons fleeing from
the
hloo/j circulated
The Government has recoveredjudgments be spotted. Dnke de Broglie has given orders Justice.... The House passed an important bill
against the whols batch of Pekin, (111.) dis- to Prefects of departments to keep watch of relatingto laud titles. It providesthat, whero an through the veins
botn or not, certillers, the toUl amount being 315,006.... the parties who leave for Chiselhurst on the occupant of public land, having color of title, has tain it is they were different In temperamade valuable Improvements thereon, and his title
The Vogel Excise law, which repealsthe Gra- occasion of the Prince Imperial becoming of is
mild,
found afterward not good, he shall bo entitledto ment and disposition.
bam Liquor law. together with all restrictions ago.
all the rights and remedies as provided in such
amiable,
gentle
in * his dispositionand
upon the sale of liquor ou Sundays or electionThe King of Askantee is a prisoner iu the cases in their respective Stales or Territories. . A
pleasing in his
was
days, has been passed by the WisconsinAsbill was also passed providing that iu the trial of all
hands
of the British troops. . .London papers Indictments, informations, complaints, and other
sembly.... L. M. Haverstiok, editor of the
the very reverse, having a very irritable
Rock Island (IU.) I'nim, was recently cow- announce that Gladstonehas determinedto proceedings iu United States courts, courts-mar- disposition
violent temper, always
tial,and courts of inquiry, the person charged
hided by J. P. Cropper for an allegedinsylt to no longer take an active part in Parliamentary
ready to take offense,
quick to
shall, at his own request, but not otherwise, be a
Mrs. J. P. C. . .Roms excitement is caused in proceedings____ The Pope has caused an urgcompetentwitness ; the law to apply to quarrel at the slightest
Bad Francitdo by serious chargee against the ent' request to be aent to all the Bishops to all prosecutions
pending.... Poland
Mayor and City Treasurer touching their man- visit Rome, as he desires to see them before introduced
bill
provide for a will be recollected as the larger of the
agement of the city’s financialaffairs, and ho dies.... Tho insurrection in Japan is be- commissionto inquire into the liquor traffic..., A twins,
the smaller.
hrdad bints are thrown out that a big steal has coming formidable____ A Madrid dispatch an- mem6rtsl for the acknowledgment of God Al- instances are related (some of which are,
besn going on. The Grand Jury will ventilate nounces heavy fighting in Biscay, with severe mighty and the Christian religionin the Constituof course, exaggerated) of the
tion of the United States was l*id on the table...
the matter.
loss on both sides. The Carlistshave evacu- The bill to provide for the distributionof public
doiafiatifl-iJOHseqiieiiceB
of Chang’s vioated Pertugalito. . .A Havana letter gives de- documentsprinted by authority of Congress, and
lent temper. 8omeiimes at table during
tails of the recent disturbances in that city, of seed* furnished by the Agricultural Depart-

The South.

Center street, and committed great ravages ia the family .circle of the store-

to a

the procession.Devoe and Lampson
Wednesday, Feb. 18.— Spna*.—
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Telegraph.
From the New York Daily Graphic.

Mr. Orton, in his recent review of
the report of the Postmaster General
upon a government telegraph, makes
three points :
1. That the plan for a postal telegraph has been rejected by Congress.
2. That the governmentaltelegrams
abroad have been a constant drain upon
the public treasury.
3. That the rates here are but little
higher than abroad, while the telegraph
is as freely used here as there.
Two propositionsfor the transmission
of correspondence have been presented
to Congress
; one
Mr.- Creswell,
who
--,
— - by --— ---- —
favors a purely governmental system,
with lines purchased, owned, and operated bv the Postoffice Department. This
plan has never been approved bv any
committee of Congress. The other is
the postal telegraph system, advocated

—

y

J

by Mr. Hubbard. This proposes to

Paragraphs Worth Remembering.
Lively Row Between Newspaper Men.
Tremendous Cost of Ignorance.
Benzine and common clay will clean
News was dull in San Francisco,and
President A. D. White, in an address
marble.
a batch of editors sot themselves to at Ann Arbor, Mich., says : 14 The maCastob oil is an excellent thing to work to create an excitement Having terial progress of our nation demands
State ma
nothing better to write about, the that the
soften leather.
------make provisions for the
Chronicle published a disgracefully higher education. See on every hand
Lemon juice and glycerine will remove
obscene attack Upon the family of B. F. the millions of dollars squanderedby
tan and freckles.
Napthaly, editor of the <Sun, to which unscientific engineers.I have seen the
A dose of castor oil will aid you in that gentleman replied with on attack traffic of a whole city stopped for days
removing pimples.
on his adversariesa trifle more disgust- together beoanso nobady could be
Lemon juice and glycerine will cleanse ing than the article in the Chronicle. found able to construct a screw-aroh
The native purity of the publishersof bridge.
and soften the hands.
the Chronicle, Ous, Charles,and Mike
14 Some years ago I had occasion to
Spirits of ammonia, diluted a little, De Young, oouhl not calmly brook this, visit on public businessone of the West
will cleanse the hair very thoroughly.
so, arming themselves with cutlasses India ismnds. The national ship which
Lunar caustic,carefully applied so and revolvers, they made a raid on the carried Us out had been newly furnished
as not to touch the skin, will destroy Sun office, knocked the type into “ pi,” with engines and machinery at an exsmashing the press, and det
estroying all pense of nearly $1,000,000, and yet we
warts.
the copies of the issue containing the were so long making five days’ voyage
Powdered niter is good for removing
objectionable retort. This prepared that on landing wo found our honored
freckles. Apply with a rag moistened
the way for a posse of policemen, who, obituariesin most of the newspapers.
with glycerine.
by virtue of a warrant previouslyob- On ourreturnthe engines and machinery
To obviate offensive perspiration, tained by thft„De Youngs, arrested were condemned as fculty in construcwash your feet with soap> and diluted everybody in the office, editors, report- tion, and were sold for $50,000— a loss
spirits of ammonia.
irs, compositors, and visitors,and
id car- on that single transaction sufficientto
ied them off to the statiou-houso.Nap- raro a better equipped school for the
The juice of ripe tomatoes will re- thaly was allowed to go in search of education of civil engineers than the
move the stain of walnuts from the bail, accompanied by an officer.On world has ever seen.
hands without injury to the skin.
the street he was met by Ous De Young,
44 A few years ago some speculators
Cold Feet.— Dip them in cold water, who immediately drew a revolver and professed to have discovered a valuable
and then rub them till you get the sur- fired at him. Oblivious of all but his gold mine in California, and commenced
face of the skin in a glow. Kever go to personal safety, Napthaly ran, while De selling stock at an assumed value of
Young emptied his revolver after him. $1,000,000. Mr. Clarence King, an exbod with cold feet.
A bystanderthen knocked De Young pert mineralogist,by easy but sure tests,
To remove India ink marks : Rub
down, while the officer handcuffed him found there was no gold there save what
well with a salve of pure acetic acid and
and carried bim off to the lock-up. had been purposely put there, and the
lard, then with a solutionof potash, and
Meantime the printers of the Sun had rich harvest of the swindlers was at an
finallywith hydrochloric acid. Somebeen releasedon bail, and were busily end. How many millions of dollars he
times these marks may be obliterated
engaged in repairing the damage done h^s saved to innocent parties by his exby blisteringthe skin and keeping the
by the Chronicle men, when the two pose of the Nevada diamond hoax is imblister open for a little while. , When
brothers, still at large, backed by a possible to compute.
the new skin grows, the marks will have
squad of their employes, made a second
“An eastern capitalistwas on the
disappeared.
attack, and like the locusts of Egypt uoint of investing in an iron mine in
Here is an excellent recipe for making after the plague of hail, destroyedevery- Northern Europe. A sample of the ore
genuine erasive soap that will remove thing that had escaped their earlier at- fell into the honds.of a professor in the
grease and stains from clothing : Two tention. Having done this, the De scientific school at Yale, who applied
pounds of good Castile soap ; half a Young brothers paid a visit to the third the proper chemical tests, and found
pound of carbonate of potash, dissolved of their family in jail, and were taking so large a proportion of titanium in it
in half a pint of hot water. Cut the sweet coonsil together,when Napthaly, as to render the ore practically worthsoap in thin slices,boil the soap with whose headlong flight had been stopped less. The professor’s bill was $200;
the potash until it is thick enough to by a policeman,was brought back to amount he saved the capitalist $600,000.
mold in cakes ; also add alcohol, half an
‘
e station. On his entering, Mike
Do
“ Scarcely a month passes without a
ounce ; camphor, half an ounce ; harts- Young approached him withapistol, and frightful catalogue of losses of life and
horn, half an ounce ; color witk half an was abou,t to finish the job attempted property through insufficient knowledge
ounce of pulverizedchaicoal.
by his brother, when Napthaly again on tho part of civil and mining enginThe following is said to be an excel- fled, and an officer quietly choked eers.”
i

have
like other oorrespon— — telegraphic,
—
aa
dence, receivedand distributedthrough
the postoffice,and transmitted by tele
telegraph between postal telegraph-offices,
by parties running and operating the
lines, under contract with the Postoffice Department, at rates fixed by
--

-

— ^

J

Randall to Congress. In two different
sessions favorablereports accompanied
by bills have been made in the Senate.
The Committee on Appropriations in
the House, instead of ignoring the
matter, as intimated by Mr. Orton,
made a report in its favor, one year ago.
The bill was not reached in the House,
and, therefore, was not acted upon.
Mr. Orton says the telegraph has
been a constant less to the European
States, forgetting that abroad the sole
object of the governments is not to
make the rates high enough to realize
profits for the stockholdersof a private
corporation,but to make them so low
that they shall barely pay the expenses. With this end in view, frequent reductionsin rates have been
made, with the knowledge that after a
year or two the increasedbusiness
would more than compensate for any
loss sustained at first. In Belgium anil
Switzerland the telegraph has paid, not
only all operating expenses, but the
cost of construction. The latest statistics for the European States show that
the receipts a little exceed the operating
expenses.
Mr. Orton arrives at a different result
by including the cost of constructionof
new lines as a part of the operating expenses, although he excludes them when
computing the expenses of his own business. Mr. Orton says the rates here
are 41 as low as the average rates in European countries,”and that the rates
here are fifty cents. His report for the
year ended the 30th of June last, published in October, shows that the average rate paid by the public for telegraphic messages for the year was sixtyseven cents. It hits been somewhat reduced since then, and is now about
sixty. Mr. Orton includes the deadheads with the paid messages, and so
makos the average appear considerably
less than it really is. The annual number of messages transmitted in Europe,
by the latest returns we have, were 52,•100,000. The gross receipts were $19,288,462, which gives the average rate
at thirty-sixcents. The rates for inland messages average twenty-nine
cents, one-half the rates charged by the
Western Union Telegraph Company.
The use of the telegraph,in proportion to population, is greater abroad
than with us, and is increasingin Great

Britain, Switzerland and Belgium
much more rapidly than here, where it
does not keep pace with other business.
Fretful Babies.

Babies often cry without any apparent reason ; but a mother can usually
discover a reason if she stops to think
about it. And it is worth stopping to
think about, no matter if the house
work or sewing be delayed a while in
consequence.Perhaps it has eaten
something which disagrees with its
stomach ; perhaps it is thirsty, for little
babies are often thirsty, and will drink
a teaspoouful of cold water with the
greatest eagerness, and be quiet and
satisfied after it. Perhaps its little sook
is tied too tightly, as my baby’s was the

othM day. I found
around her

a-

de^)£0d mark
onot

little ankle, which *at

explained her fretfulness. More likely

than anything else the flannel band
around its bowels — if happily one is
there— or its skirt-band is pinned too
tightly. I know a baby who has cried
a great deal since its birth. 1 think the
chief of it is because he has ahraya been

the

lent cure lor rheumatism

: Half a

tea-

spoouful of Rochelle salts, to be taken
every morning, half an hour before
breakfturt.Hot drinks, spirits, wine,
beer, cider, pepper and spices are to be
avoided, and all grease, except good,
sweet butter. Fresh meat or poultry
me»y be eaten once a day, but salt moat
d fish must be abstained from.

‘if

*

&1

:

’

*

women

to be modest.

raising 33,000 pounds one foot

high per
minute, and he took this as the unit of
power for the steam engine. The horse
is not usually capable of doing so great
a quantity of work. Rankine gave 26,000 foot

pounds as

the figure for a

mean

of several experiments, and it is prob-

able that 25,000 foot pounds is a fair
minute’s average work for a good animal. It would require five or six men
to do the work of a strong horse.
Watt’s estimate has become, by general
consent among engineers,the standard
of power measurement for all purposes.
shoemaker —Scientific American.

'

volume was reduced to four, maxims.
The first of these maxims bade kings to
be just; the second prescribed obedience to the people ; the third recommended mankind not to eat except when
they were hungry ; the fourth advised

Michael into submission and placed him
in the cell with his brother. Shortly
afterward,Charles Do Young joined the
others on the wrong side of the grated
door on a warrent for libel, and Napthaly and the proprietorof the Sun, Fitzgerald, were locked up in another part
of the building. The officers in charge
of the station are afraid to put the two
parties near one another for fear of
gory consequeqpes. Between them, the
editors of the two sheets have succeeded
in furnishing to their rival newspapers
one of the most dramatic sensations
that ever enlivened the journalistic profession on the Pacific Coast.— C/a’ca^o
Tribune.

To impart to common pine the color
and appearance of black walnut, the following composition may be used : Onequarter of a pound of asphaltum, onehalf a pound of common beeswax, to one
gallon of turpentine.If found too thin,
add beeswax ; if too light in color, add
asphaltum, though that must be done
with caution,as a very little will make
Hints About Carving.
a great differencein the shade, and
Although it is a daily duty for men
black walnut is not what its natne implies, but nther a rick da£ torown. and women to cut up meat for a family,
VamishiDg is not essential, eUtfie wax there are multitudes who do it neither
well nor wise. The following suggesgives a good gloss. /;#:•»
tions, from an agriculturalpaper, on
this point, may not be out of place,
A Clerical Shot at Gen. Jackson.
the more especially to young houseJohn Rankin connributes to the Chi- keepers
cayo Interior the following reminis- To carve fowls, which should always
cence of Rev. John Henderson,an old- be laid with the breast uppermost, place
time preacher of Tennessee :
the fork in the breast, and take off the
In those early tinges, the barbarous
wings and legs without turning the
practice of fighting duels prevailed to
fowl ; then cut out the merry thought ;
some extent among a class of
)f men who
cut slices from the breast ; cut out the
professed to be gentlemen. This hor- collar bone ; cut off the side pieces, and
rible barbarity Mr. Henderson depicted
then cut the carcass in two. Divide the
in its darkest aspect as fraught with joints in the leg of the turkey.
cowardice and murder. It is said that
In carving a sirloin,cut thin slices
he delivered at Nashville, Tennessee, from the side next to you (it must be
in the presence of General Jackson, put on the dish with the tenderloin unwho was a duelist, a discourse in which derneath),then turn it. Help the guests
he stated that a sea captain who had to both kinds.
become a preacher, was the means of
In carving a leg of mutton or ham,
converting the daughter of an infidel,
begin by cutting across the middle to
who becaipe veiy angry.and determined the bone.
to kill the preache? ;>or this pumose
Cut a tongue across, and not lengthhe concealed himself by a roau
oau on
c
wise, and help from the middle.
which the preach was to pass ; but
Carve a for^-quarterof lamb by sepProvidence so directed that he did not arating the shoulder from the ribs, and
go that way. The infidel then sent the then divide the ribs.
preacher a challenge to fight a duel
•To carve a loin of veal, begin at the
This the preacher accepted, and hast- smaller end and separate the ribs. Help
ened to the infidel’s home, and found each one to a piece of kidney and rts
him in bed. Sir, said he to the sea- fat. Carve pork and mutton in the
captain, on a certain day you lay con- same way.
cealed by the wayside to murder me.
To carve a fillet of veal, begin at the
Tou knew that it was ujson/ust&nt with top and help to the stuffing with each
my calling to fight a dftfcl But I am sbee. In a breast of veal, separate the
determined to fight you immediately in breast and brisket, and then cut up,
this room and it is mySgki to choose
asking which part is preferred.
the weapons of combat. The infidel
In carving a pig, it is customary to
was seized with consternationand divide it and take off the head before it
trembling. The preacher drew out his comes to tho table, as to many persons
Bible. This, said he, is the weapon the head is revolting. Cut off the limbs
with whidh I mean to fight you. “ O, ” and divide the ribs.
said Mr. Henderson, V Never was there
a poor fellow so glad to see a Bible.”
What is Meant by a Horse Power?
The design of this narrativewas to ridicule duel fighting. It is said that JackThe power of prime movers is measson was so pleased with the boldness ured by horse power. Watt found that
and faithfulness of the preacher that he the strongest London draft horses were
gave him a fine suit of clothes.
capable of doing work equivalentto

dressed too tightly. The mother said
to me one afternoon when the child was
so cross she hardly knew what to do,
“ I’ve a great mind to undress him and
put on his night gown ; he is always
real good then.” So she did, and he
commenced to be good at once. Mothers
should search for all possible causes
Bankrupt Law.
when their babies get fretful. They
“Sambo, what your ’pinion ob de
should not be too ready to attribute
bankrupt law ?”
their c tying to nervous temperament or
“Tink urn fus-rate, Pompey.”
to hunger, for it is more likely 'to be
“ I imply for the appellation myself.
caused by the prick of a pin or aii over*
Just splain him’s principled.”
fed stomach than either.— //eortfi and
“ Why, you see here, now, just len’
Home.
mo dat hulf dollar you. got for white*
An Eastern Legend. — The philoso- washing.” * r
Pompey
hands
him
the j&oney, and
phers of India once possessed a book
Sambo
deliberately
pu!«
* into his
so large that it required a thousand
camels to carry it. A King desired to
have it abridged, and certain scholars
reduced it so that it could be carried by
a hundred camels. Other kings came,
who demanded that it should be diminished still more, until at length the

~

pod^t.

“ Dere den, now, I o wain
three shilling, and Joujfflf a dollar,
besides de grogslwfl biH Now dis half
dollar am all de property I get. I divides him accordin’ to ae debt”
“ Sambo, I takes dat half dollar back.”
Sambo, with amazement, 11 You tink
dis chile green ? You gits yo’ share wid
de oder creditors.*’
Sambo was os honest as some others.

About thirty miles southeast of DayLyon county, Nevada, has been discovered a mountain which appears to be
one mass of copper ore. The sides of
the hill are covered with blocks of the
ton,

ore, and veins seam it in all directions.

Homo

of these veins are

from three to

RaiMing Giants.

King Frederick William, of Prussia,
father of Frederick the Great, determined to raise to order soldiers whose
stature should meet hfs views of what
grenadiers to serve royalty should be.
The army was his hobby, and tall men
his special admiration. He had a regiment at Potsdam that was the talk of
the world, on account of their heads
and shoulders being far above ordinary
humanity. There were three battalions
of 800 men each, 2,400 in all, perfect
Anaks, the shortest of the men being
seven feet and the tallest nine. Such
lofty beings were procured from all
countries in Europe without regard to
cost. James Kirkman, an Irish recruit, could not be had until six thousand dollars were paid. Tall men were
deooyed and put into service at all hazards. N ext he compelled them to jnarry
unusually tall women, whether they consented or not. Prussia is rich in very
tall subjects, the descendantsof those
gigantic grenadiers.
In spite of his eccentric majesty’s efforts, nature would have her own way,
and the children of such parentage were
not all tall at maturity. Then again another law came into operation to thwart
the monarch’s ambition to develop a
race of monster men. Short men very
generallyprefer tall wives, and tall women dapper little husbands. Of course
there is no very philosophical way of
accountingfor taste, but such is the
fact. There is a growth limitationof
plants and animals. On reaching the
predestined dimensions those active artisans that build up the body as fait os
the law of limitationrequires, cease laboring and a permanent type of size is
thus established. It is impossible to
go counter to those laws and raise giants
of any kind. A few individuals transcending their kindred in altitude, are
apparently accidental, or .at least are
beyond explanation; but anomalies in
that respect, like monstrosities,cannot
be perpetuated through generations.
The Horse Pnnfshed His Master.

-

A earner named R
, at no time
tender in his treatment to his fourfooted servants, returned one night in a
state of semi-intoxication
from Mermant
toOivors. The man’s natural barbarity
was at this time aggravated by the
drink bo had taken, and, being dissatisfied with, the efforts of one of the
horses— a poor, hook which had almost
served its time — he decided that the
animal was no longer worth his feed,
and resolved to put an end to it. For
that puipose he tied the poor brute to a
tree, and, taking a massive lever, used
in moving goods, he struck the animal
several violent blows on the head, until
the unfortunate creature sank to the
ground.
The master, thinking the animal was
dead, left it on the spot, intending to
remove the dead body next day.
The horse, however, recovered his
senses a short time after, made his way
home, and entered the yard at daybreak.
Its arrival was welcomed by the neigh-

.
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corabactaesi,and rapidity of firing
excels any mitrailleuse

it

or Gatling gun

before invented. Its barrels are twenty-four in number, an J are arranged in
two concentric circles— eight in the inner
and sixteen in the outer. They are
also regulatedso as to radiate their fire,
covering a horizontal line of twentytwo feet at a distance of five hundred
yards. This would bring down eveiw

man in a column standing within this
boundary. The barrels project from
a combination of breech cylinderswhich
safely inclose all the internal mechanism
and protect

it

effectually from dust, dirt,

dampness. The gun fires with great
npidity.andKntwo modes, vis: byfusior

lade or by volley, at the pleasure of the

—>perator.
rator. The

oatridges are fed into

the barrel from suitable charging cases,

which are introduced into the interior
of the breech cylinders.
The teat was made iu the presence of
journalists and others. The results
were astonishing. In firing a single
barrel at a distance of five hundred
yards bullets were repeatedly sent into
an eight-inch bulls-eyo. In firing the
fusilade the tweuty-four balls were distributedon a horizontalsurface twentytwo feet long at a distance of a loot
apart, and firing by the battery the
same results were accomplished.(The
rapidity of the fife was remarksble,
being at the rate of seven hundred balls
per minute. All present were convinced
that the gun was the most formidable
light arm weapon of war yet invented.

—New

York Sun.
The Chiu.

Fortune-tellers
are generally skillful
physiognomists, and all the features of
the human face do their share in enlightening the understanding of the
seers. The chin at the present day is
rather difficult to read, on account of
the increasing custom of wearing the
beard. A good chin should neither
project nor retreat much. A very retreating chin denotes weakness, and a
very projecting one harsh Strength,
united with firmness amounting to obstinacy. A pointed chin denotes acuteness, A soft, fat, double ohin generally denotes a love of good living, and
an angular chin judgment and firmness.
Flatness of chin implies coldness ; a
round dimpled phin, goodness ; a small
chin, fear; sharp indentingsin the
middle of the chin point to a cool understanding.The color and texture of
the skin and of the hair and beard have
also direct harmony with the features.
These should be studied more than
they have been. A facility in drawing
faces is of great use to the student of
physiognomy,as it enables him to note
peculiarities of feature which no written description would be capable of
preserving.

Paddle Tour Own Canoe.
JudgeS. gave his own Son a thousand dollars, and told him to go to college and graduate. The son returned
at the end of tho Freshman year, without a dollar, and with several ugly habits. About the close of vacation the
Judge said to his son
44 Well, William, are you going to
collage this year ?”
“ Have no money, father." •*
“ But I gave you a thousand dollars to
graduate on.”
44 That’s ail gone father.”
44 Very well, my son, I gave you all I
could afford to give you ; you can’t stay
here ; you must now pay your Way in
the world.”
:

»

A new light broke in upon the vision
young man. He accommodated
himself to the situation, he left home,
fnade his way through the college, and
graduated at the. head of hit 'class—
studied law, became Governor of the

of the

State of New York, entered tfie Cabinet
of the President of the United States,
and made a record for himself that will
not soon die, being none other than
William II. Seward.

Regular Eating.— Half the girls in
the land become dyspeptic before they
are out of their teens, in consequenceof
being about the house and nibbling at
everything they lay their eyes on that is
)d to eat ; whereas, were they to eat
*ut three times a day at regular times,
and not an atom between meals, they
might enjoy perfect health. To digest
a full n^eal and pass it out of the stomach requires not less time than five
hours. If a person eats between meals,
the process'*
w ______ of tho
_______
or digestion
food alrnuly in the stomach is arrested, until
the last which has been eaten is brought
into the condition of the former meal;
just as, if water is boiting and ice is put
in, the whole ceases to boil until the
ice has been melted and brought ,to the
boiling point, and then the whole boils
together. No wonder that dyspeptics
arc cress and peevish! How can they
be otherwise, since a disordered stomacn
is the source of so many pangs ! Yet
they deserve punishment for neglecting
to obey the Jaws whioh nature renders
imperative if health is to be preserved.
__

Saved His Whipping.
ing of its companions in the stable,
A
little
urchin seven or eight years
which noise awakened (he master, who
was now furious at having failed in his old, in a school where a Miss Blodgett
cruel purpose. He tied up the animal was teacher, composed the followingand
his _____
slate —
at prayer-time,to
U
_____
afresh, and commenced again to shower wrote it on
the
great
amusement
of
the
boys;
blows on his
^

head.

This act of brutality was committed
in sight of two other horses in the sUble;
and at length, one of themi a' young
animal, became bo frantic with rage, that
it broke its bfriter, and, rushing on the
man, seized him in its jaws, and, after
shaking him violently, throw him down,
and trampled on him with such fury,
that, had not the man’s cries brougnt
some persons to his aid, the master
would certainly have been killed.—

width, and are a solid mass
The amount of ooin in circulationin of ore, without any admixture of quartz
England is $400,000,000.
or other rock.
French Paper.
five feet in

A New Mitrailleuse.
new battery gun was tested
recently near Hartford, Conn. The inventor is James fatten Taylor of Tennessee. It is claimed that in simplicity,
Taylor’s

44

A little mooM ran up tho atalrs
To tear Miu Blodgett nay her prayer*.’'

The teacher discovered the rhyme, and
called out the culprit. For punishment
she gave him iris choice to make another
rhyme in five minutes or be whipped.
So, after thinking, and scratching his
head till. his time was nearly out, and
the teacher was lifting the oaqe in n

•

threatening manner, at the last moment
he exclaimed :
44 Here I *tand before MI* Blodgett ;

•

*

.

She’* going to ttrUe and I’m going to dpdgelt.’

1

The

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Catholic Church crisis in

We

Germany

movement

notice that a

is

on

foot

Mortgage

special Notices.

a State Pioneer Society and
A largely attended meeting iu St. James' that a conventionof delegates from CounHall, London, held to give an expression ty Associationswill soon be called. A

causes no small excitement in England. to organize

Sale.

Default having been made In tlie condition!of
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage,bear0. VAN
- - Kunon.
Mr. P HcHRAViBANDiannounce* that ho haa re- ing date the SOth day of March, A. D. tM), made
moved hla barbershop from the baai ment of the and executedby John 0. Cottrell and Rboda Cotof popular sympathy for the Church party, splendid oportunity exists in our midst for City Hotel, to hla old atand, Weal of Darker A trell hla wife, of Plainwell, Michigan,parties of
the first part, and Albert U. Campbell and William
was addressed by Archbishop Manning, the organization of an 01d-8cltler’s Club, Van Haalte's Brick Store, 8th Street.
C. Carrier of the tame place, parUea of the second
part, and recorded In the office of the Registerof
who flatly contradictedthe assertions of and it appears to us that it is the duty of
Ota enterprising Brewer, Mr. Cael Zees. In Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa, and State
Thk followlog memorial with 550 signa- the Emperor in his celebrated reply to the some one or other to commence the col- order to encouragethe ralalng of more Barley In or Michigan,on the ttd day of March, A. D. 186M,
in Liber K of Mortgagee,on page 672, and after
tures has been forwarded to Representa- Pope’s letter, that the Catholicsof Ger- lection of the historicalincidents and rem- thla vicinity, announces to the farmer*, that a
,ald Albert H Campbell
superior quality of eeed-barley can be procured at and W iliam C. Carrier, by deed of assignmentto
tive Williams, to be used by him, many were conspiringagainst the Govern- iniscences of the settlement of our colony,
John C. Bassett, CharleaR. Bates and John H.
106-110
ment. He intimates that, rather than al- and to compile them in suitableshape. hla Brewery at a low
Bates of Kalamanro, for a valuable consideration,
“ where It will do the most good.”
which said assignment was recorded In the office
An
organization
of
this
kind
would
not
low
the
State
to
govern
him
in
ecclesiastiThi
American
Sardine
Co'*
Bonelcaa
Sardines,
of the Regtater of Ikeds in and Air the County of
To the Honorable, the Senate and the Hon*
of Rejnreeenlatitee of the United Staten, in cal matters, he would, God giving him onlg be profitable and pleasant for its I are much better, and leaf than half the coat of lm- Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the Wh day of
December, A. D. 1S60, in Liber R of Mortgagee, on
los-iy.
Oonffreu aetembled.
grace, lay down his life. Lord Russell, members, but It would also give them the | P°rt®d
page in, and again assignedby John II. Bates,
one
of the surviving co-partuera of the late firm ol
The petition of the undersigned, clti- who was invited to preside at this meet- oportunity to fullflll a duty which they Mbsshs. L. T. Ranters AOo., have requested
_____________
_____
Hassell, Bates and
Batea, and William
A. Wood
xeas of the City of Holland and its vicin- ing, emphaticallydeclined, on the ground owe to themselves ami to posterity,SO that I to announce to the public that they have concludedI
Breeee, executorsof the estate’ of

SCHKLVEN,

Saturday, February 28.

price.

us

. |
.
|

___

}nd w

ity respectfullyshoweth;

and

Is the

Lake Michigan of Holland

port on

a large extent of

of which

-

German Emperor

,

letter from Paris

in®

.

...

A<\

U

.

,

.

and

.
vote the greater partof their attention to Book*
they underwent In laying U.« foundations| slallm)ri/ lu
moro Mr>|C,^T to

city, for liberty in which he was engaged.

surroundingcountry • A

Vmtvi
^

latter might properly judge and appre- open the followingmodificationin thei. line of pjSS aiidi^^nfS^Voffl^
...1 hital twiaai •
tkovr Mtlll
!).•
_____ ^ x a .a A* . . %
this date they will do- Bates and Bates, and recorded In the office of the
in the noble struggle elate the strumrlea and hardshioa which bu*lneM: Fro®

that his fullest sympathy was with the the

That the Harbor of Black Lake

says: “The general

for

gm,nl
,

our present prosperity.

A singular lawsuit has been oommenccd in Homer, Calhoun County, to col

1

by the constructionof railroad preference, he would not miss a pretext
diverging from the city of Holland which would give him the appearance of lect a note that reads as follows:
I agree to pay Mary Palmer 916,000 if ehe will
In five differentdirections, and making its right and enable him to crush, once for marry me.
hie
Lake outlet a port of national importance, all, the ultramontaneparty.”
Joan H Bt bt.
which will be used when completed,for
The recent electionsto the Prussian
Paw Paw, July M, 1W7.
mark.
the inter state commerce over our rail- Parliament however, have demonstrated Wltneaa: J. M. Palmer.
increased

Ulwral
trict

lines

•

dUwuni

tud», .nd to ot,.

tk,

to

to and for the County of Ottawa

^ ^

of

%

J»»Mg.

it or Mortgages,on page 6(Ki.
And whereaa there Is now clJmcd to be due and

Mortgage the sum of seven hun-

I

Schools.

-v
*•

bought Therefore:Notiee

Their stock Is well selected and full, and

ofcrgrtmt

inducements.
1974.
ftom ant band., which cMhlc. them to

«lS'

U

hereto aiven that on Tueeday,

di"., L“ftS'nt° !£!

Court House, in the City of Grand Haven, In said
being the place of holding
the CircuitCourt for aald County), there will bS
.
cash, to the highest bidder, at public auc• A.
or vendue, the premises deecribedIn said
Mortgage, or to much theieofaa may be heoceararv
A Rbgular Communicationof Uritt Lodok, | *2 satisfy the amount due and payable on said
101 v a a
will be held at Masonic
w,th Interest at ten percent, and all
191, r' *
MMJ)n,c “i“' Ugal coau and chargea of each sale and also au
HoUMd| Mlch | on Wednesday evening, April attorneyfee of fifty dollars,
xw..-.., as provided
provided for
for in
In
aid mortgage, In case proceedings should be taken
to foreclose the same.
W. J. Scott, W. M.
The following Is the deacrlptionof the lands
47-ly
J. O. DoKsiuao, Stc'y.
and premlseaaa described In said Mortgage,which
will be offered for sale on the said day aforementioned, to wit: that part of the fractionalSooth Weat
Errors of Youth.
quarter and Weat half of South East quarter of
section sixteen, In township five, north of range
A oufTLBMAN who has suffered for years from sixteen Weat, which la bounded l)y a line running

Holland, February fi,
.**,

„ 61-w4.

p.on®|J

IwM

.

who

roads;

oftni

t.

.

m uner

fret

School Boob and ArAoof NecnearUl, to which

%4s

°f

they call the attention of the trade in general. A

the commercial centre;an ex- belief in educated circles is that while
tent of country which has been very much Prince Bismarck would avoid a war by
it it

'A

Hall

^

the extreme improbabilityof Prince BisMary Palmer
did marry John Burt, who
ucr rtkl marry John Hurt,
M
That the people of Holland, and its marck’s success by purely legal or Parlia- died a few months ago leaving a large N
momns ago, a l g a ‘"gc
M
vicinity have already expended large mentary means. The Catholics have property. Besides her dower she claims
amounts of money for the improvement of gained thirty-five seats in the Landtag the payment of the above note, with use.
said harbor, before Its completion was un- over and above what they had, and the G. V. N. Lotbrop is employed by the Esdertakenby the United States;
tate, and D. Darwin Hughes for the widow.
Liberals have gained considerably.
That under the hands of the United States
The witness of the note was once a busithe work has been successftillycarried on
We are glad to notice thfR the Rcy. P. ness man of Paw Paw.
.Nervous Debility,Premature Decay, and I
'^.0D
°.f ^k.e *kh\until a moderate amount, properly ex- Mokrdyk, of Grand Rapids, late Professor
Another scene in the contest for I thi effects of youthfulindiscretion will, for the I
the i&uth Um ofMld aL^^linnlMthMce
pended, will complete this harbor and in Hope College, is meeting with success
vesterdavat •Ak®0,"n,irer,nK hum,knlly'iend ^e to all who Baat.parellelwith said South line to the Bast line of
make it accessible,both as a commercial In his new field. We extract the follow- women’s rights was enacted*1^
, ^ , need It, the receiptand direction for making
d®#cril>ed! l)>ence North
Worchcaler, Mass., where th. e«UU» of llnpl, rcmcd). bj wWch h0 ,u cured. s.Rer,™
port, and as a harbor of refuge on a lee
ing from the Chr. Intelligencer, of the 12th
the woman who refused to pky taxes, be- Wishing to profit by the advertiser’* experience line to Lake Michigan; thence South along the
shore, to the largest class of vessels eminsL : “Our church has never been in so
Su'dployed in the navigation of the great flourishinga condition,having now a causg they were denied the rot*, were put | «n do b, .ddrv,.inKin portec.
JOHN
B. OGDEN. half (k) of the following described land: bounded
up
for
sale.
But
one
of
them
was
purLakes.
comfortablewooden building for a church,
42 Cedar St.. New lork. | by a floe commencingat a point where the South
We therefore respectfully pray that you in a good location, and a suitable parson- chased, and that by a friend. Land taxed
line of section sixteen In township five. North of
T fl of Q
I ?n?c "tyteenWest, intersects Uke Michigan,
without representationIs as unsalable as
will appropriate the amount of Fifty
a. v- ui v> «
| Kwi, variation four degrees, thirtyminutes, thirtyage, with only a floatingdebt on both, of
four chains, to a stake twenty chains East of the
tea was in the same State about 1775.
Thousand Dollars, for the completion of
one thousand five hundred dollars. The
Holland City Lodge, No. IW. IndependentOrder South quarter poat of said section sixteen, North
Black Lake Harbor, being the amount es'Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd (variation four degree* twenty-fivemlnniea East,
congregationand Sunday school are larger
Ths following is said to be the true
I •"emvdhr™ chili. * in, tb,« ims.To . cnTiJ
timated and recommended by the Chief of
than ever before, and both are slowly but lutlon of the amount of apples Ad»m and F'"0’’ H,1J' HoU“d
ml"'
1 of each week.
1 ntes, Bast, thirty-three chains and fifty links to
<
steadily increasing. This year we sub- Eve ate:
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
the water of Lake Michigan; thence South three
And with due respect your petitioners
N. W. Bacon, N. G.
.
agrees West,
variation fbur degrees, twenty-five
8-1-4 Adam.
scribed one thousand dollars for part sal

A‘

^

k
_

m ,

_

^

^

th

^

the

cobMooee,

T.

42-16

sorr nt *

Eve

will ever pray.

ary

Holland, Mich., Feb.

10,

1874.

and current expenses,

amount for

renovating

besides

Adam

a good

the church.—

up to liquidatethe debt.” From

......

d*
ml

ecy.
R. K. Hbald, Ree. Sec'y.
R. A. Bchoutin, /hr. Sec'y.

Eve.

minutes East, twenty-threechains and fifty-six^9
Uaks
the place of beginning, containingelclit
[Inks to the
J"

47-ly

v

acres
of thec first nart,
part, to convey forty (40) acres of
o? land
To
d
of the last deacrlption;
all lying and being in ths
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan.
** 11a * -----:
Tat advertiser,having beeifyennanently cured
Holland,
Mich., February
\rr\27,
1874.
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German

age pecuniary value of every immigrant, taken

,0“r

1

8 - 1 - 2 - 4

Total.
8
paper published in Wash- Church socials are held monthly, which
Judge WiTHKT recently confirmed the I
ington shows that, according to the esti- are largely attended,especiallyby our
order authorizing Receiver D. P. clay of Of
young
people,
at
which
collections
are
mate of the Bureau of Statistics, the aver
A

7

,0ch"

Engineers.

te'wjfe

the Michigan Lake Shore Railroad to

land

Gonramptim

bv

that dread disease. Consumption,

issue
not

a

I

“* CbablisR.

Batib.
Assigneeof Mortgsgee.
Howard A McBbidb, Ally's, for Assignee.

simple

"‘ke k£’\"i

of '^'prewlptlol.(ftw
Mortgage Sale.
including his laboring power, and the the Etening poet, we learn that Hon. C. C. bonds for its equipment.The issue is
to exceed $280,000, ifl not to run more than of charge), with the directions for preparing and
Comstock
has
presented
the
trustees
of
capital he carries with him, amounts to
five yean, and to bear interest at 10 per uaingthcsame, which they wW find a subi rca.
huiu ui uuu luuuPAuu iunc nuiiarea in<1 sixty
$800. Thus, that journal argnes that the the church with real estate lu Missouri
for coNsmmoN, Asms, Bronchitis,Ac. Par- fonr dollarsand fifty seven cents ($1,864.57)which
cent., payable semi-annually.
459,088 immigrants who landed on our valued at $3,000.

ties wishing the prescription will please address.

shores in 1872 were equivalent in value to

A

$867,266,400 added to the capital of the

The

special dispatch from Davenport,

Iowa, shows that Egglesht(Munnell),

who

“

much the larger
swindled the banks of Grand Rapids, has
part of this enormous sum was introbeen implicated in many similar operaduced by Germans, who formed a considtions in other places. It is now shown

country and states that

“

intelligent contraband”

and the

42-16

loyal gentleman”of war times have a

successorjust now in
banker,” who
schemes

is

“

124

the experienced

—

a Class, are

German immigrants,as

a hard-working and

that he in like manner forged checks

industri-

ous peopls. They representskilled labor

of every variety, and
are to

among

on

the banks of Quincy, Lafayette, and Tole-

do. A

been in Davenport
for two months past,

ollowing up this same Egglesht. The de-

be found smiths, makons, cabinet-

tective says that there is

makers, dyers, gardeners, carpenters, jew-

a gang of

the

Illi-

rrom dead-beats, providing that they

y

seize baggage

when a guest

may

is trying to

get out without paying.

yrwa.

these

men, and he has certain knowledge of

watchmakers,millers, miners, taiand every kind of mechanic. The

has been introducedin

nois Legislature, to protect hotel-keepers

detective has

working up the case

their ranks

A Bill

sev-

A new Bunsen gas-burner has been

I

rsaiaatssilaatangiklasarsferVsm, Kiu-

re-

elers,

members of it whose arrest is cently invented,which gives a heat of
considered certain. There are now six about 8,0000 Fab. A furnace of thirty
Irish boast of their labor in great works of
chargea for forgery pending against the burners generatessteam enough to run an
public improvement, but to the Germans
'orger at Davenport, and be is in jail in engine of one and a half horse power.
we owe a large proportion of that exquisite
efault of $16,000 ball. The man has over
workmanship in furniture and pianos
Several baggage men have recently
dozen aliases,among them Egglesht,
which has given to the manufacturers of
been sent to the lunatic asylum. Hopeless
Wilkins, Crane, Munnell, etc. There
the United States so great a credit both at
melancholy Induced by inabilityto
home and abroad. Between 1844 and seems little prospect of his being turned iteel rlbbeiltrunk! Ii what did the bu.lover to the Grand Rapid* authorities.—
1860, 1,720,000Germans settled in the
ness for

lors,

eral other

I

foM b

1L

*pd

__

sitwy aav OM vr

wffl

|

United

Timet.

States.

We

are not surprised to find that a Ger-

man

writer has CAiled emigration the

greatest social evil

of

the day in the

Mr. Ferry, of Michigan, in addressing
tbe Senate on the question of finances the

new

and referring to the value of
greenbacks, and tbe act of Congress to
of its capital and much of its labor, of its
strengthen the public credit, said it was
strongest arms, of its enterprise and
not so much the services of the gentleman
health. The Empire has lost more men
Sherman) as Chairman of the Finance
during the past few years by emigration
Committee which strengthensthe public
titan it loat during the war with France.
credit,as it was the services of the other
Nor haa it any .equivalentgain in any
Sherman hia brother, marching to the sea.
other direction.If Germany lost only its
Empire.

It

drains the country of

turbulent classes,the

much

other day,

Juat as Mr. Ferry referred to the “other

workmen who

are-

‘

I

.

.

.

either at law or In equity to recover tbe amount
__ _____
u®w du® on Btid niurtgagcor any part

PhilA.,4r. Affii«6#dshf«klwTttaDr.FI^M___^

thereof, 1

P. 8. Dr. Fltler'aPills, 20 eta., ahonld be used
with Syrup.

FOP Sale at a Bargain*

smaah

them.

u si i * >

page 515, of Liber U, of MortgagesIn said office on
the 15th day of November, A. D. 1870, at 10 o'clock
a. m. which said mortgage was duly assigned to R.
Carlisle Burdick, by Theodore P. Bhelnon aforesaid by a deed of assignmentdated the 17th day of
May A. D. 1871. and recoitied In the office of the
aforesaid Registerof Deeds on the 28rd day of
May A. D. 1811 , on page 804 of Liber R, ot mortgages in said office ana was again assigned by It.
C. Bnrdickto Henry Drees and John McKibbln of
Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County,Btate of Michigan
by a deed of assignment dated tbe 0th day of Itocumber A. D. 18fl, and duly recorded In the of- Final
flee of the aforesaid Register of Deeds oh the 12th

our financial ills.

erable majority of the immigrants in the
year referred to.

—J

pitriiawrotss.

loaded to the muzzle with

for the relief of

^

Is claimed to be due at tbe date or this notice on

a certain mortgage bearing date the Vth day of
Rrr R.A. WILSON.
November, A. D. 1870, executid by Nathaniel T.
Penn Sti, WlUlamsbnrg, New York. McGeorge
- of the city of Holland, Ottawa v.
County,
State of Michigan, to Theodore P. Sheldon of
Kalamazoo, KalamazooCounty, Btate of Michigan. and recordedin the office of the Register of
Deeds of Ottawa County, State of Michigan on

oUf

the

CM
j

andjpremlsesdescribed In^sa^murtgage,viz:~ AU SOI

'tm^Snlniten acroi lD

mwt with
JrJl^d2^foriah

the

dty

of Holland. Ottawa County, state of

1111

P.JS1
wi

A.I.
(*) In
in Block number nine (9)
(0)
Lot number two (2)
at a
bounded as follows
viz:
North by a line parallc
self, will be sold for casn at a sacrince.
Hn„ nf
in, n„mhpr th™. afoi
the tiremlses''or of I w,th the north line of lot number three aforesaid, 4J1
The bucccii of the Germans in estabTwJwn ehoD^ou RlVer street *°d <°rXy feet north
fromtwo>
It, east by the easi .......
Jacob
icob Flleman,at hla wagon shop on kh er street. | Une o( gald
nnmbered
»outh by the south 4.86
47-tf
Ang. 28, 1878
tolling for themaelvea commercial posiline of said lot, and weat by Black Lake. Also Lots
three and four In Block numbered Ten. All In 6.85
tions in foreign countries is beginning to
IfatliMI
I said City of Holland, accordingto the recorded
---- --------- u *•— -07t
attracta good deal of attentionin Eng.
map
thereof,or so much thereof,as shall be necHOLLAND, MICH.,
essary to satisfy the amount doc on said mortgage
and. .
Does a general
of Jj
_____
^Jnersl Banking, Exchange, and Col- 1 with the Interest and the coals and expenses
_______
I lection
leCUOD business.
UUB1UCBM.VUJIOCI1UUW
Collections
rtio
UiBUC VU
made
on mu
all yvmwf
pointsI nansale ainswiu
allowed by saw,
law. niiu
and mi
an attorney
anuiut:j fee
icc ui
of IttUIllJ
twenty 6J6
England is celebrated for ill fog*. In the United Bute* and Europe. Particular atten- five dollpaa In aaW mortgage provided, will be
tlon paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers, sold at the front door of the Court House In the
France for Its frogs, Ireland for it* bog*, Remittances made oh day of payment. All boat- City of Grand Haven (that
" being the place of hold*
‘ of the County ol OtUwa) at
Ing I be Circuit
Circuit Court
Court
Can ad r for its dors Maine for it*
n*** entrustedto me shall have prompt
prompt attenatten- Inatb*
1 unuua 1 *
•Jia,De ,ur lv*
j tlon. Intereat allowed on time depo*lts,
ven
•posits, subject
subject| public auction or vendne
to the higheat bidder, on.,
change bought the 16th day of March A. D. 1874, at one o’clock..
to check at sight Foreign exchange
______
and Ohio for it* hog*.
and sold. Ticket#to and from all point# In Europe afternoon of aald day. Dated December10th A.
A(Hr,n

for firm

I

s^rikf | fK<l

ISh^maL

^

Kenyon, Banker*

Exehangs.

....

Ion
1

118

bought

•old at

Sherman marching to the sea,” Gen. Sherod, recently: “She don’t know enough,
man entered the Senate Chamber by the
Marx, her loss would be In one seuse
sir, to boll water.”
main door. His entrance at the moment
a gain. But this la not the case. She
when hia name was being mentioned creat
What is the earliest financialtransaction
loses not the workmen of the towns, but
Ing some amusement on the floor and in on record? When Pharaoh received a
her peasantry. A stray Communist may
the galleries.
check on the bank of the Red 8ea, crowed
leave her, but for one Communist she loses

my

inocnlated with the doctrlnea of Karl

D. 1073.

office.

m

It was an expresilve remark of a practi- 1-ly
cal man regardingthe women of the peri-

N.

tf

.

KENYON.

THE GREAT CAUSE

HUMAN MISERY.

.

Himrt Briis,
John McKihbin, Assignees,
H. D. Poet. Atty. for Assignees.

OOINO

D.r E.

WOODRUFF;

Just Published,in a Sealed Knulopt. Pries six cents.

A Laorvaa on tni Nature, Triatunt and
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Boem*•
untary
torrhoea,Induced by Self-Abuse,Invofuutai
Imissloai,Impotcncy,Nervous Debility, and Impediment* to Marriage
_ _____
generally;
_
Consumption,
Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental ard Physical Incapacity,ie.-By ROBERT J. CULVKRWELL, M.
D., Author of the ” Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, In thi* admirable
Lecture, dearly proves from his own experience
that the twfhl consequences of Belf-Abnaemay
.....
ledlclnee, ana
and
be efifeclnallyremoved
without medicines,
without dangerous surgical operations,bougies,
Instruments,rings or cordials, pointing out a
mode of core at once certainand effectual by
which every sufferer, no matter what his condition
may be, may cure hlmaelf cheaply, privately and

I
I
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BOTANIC PHYSICIAN.
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CANAL STREET

CniEr-JusticeWaite has arrived in by “ Mow* & Co.”
[UP STAIRS.]
Washington, and Is stopping at the Ar
Dbs Moines sportsmen report “duck*
The House Judiciary Committee has reWITHOhasforthe past twelve yeara been lolington House. He called upon the Pres- without end.” What, then, do Des Moines
VV cated In Opera Block, ha* now, since beported advenely on the Bill providingfor
ing burned out* removed bis stock to 88 Cana)
ident, thanking him for this great and unducks have?
street,where he continnesto enre every descripAolif
the recognition of Almighty God and the
tlon of Acin, Chronic and Priyati Di*xa»*.No.
IBlJfC.l
expected honor and remained until the
Christian religion in the Constitution.
on the mo* t reasonableterms. He manufactures?,m.
l Official]
Cabinet met, when he was formally preall his remedies from the raw material,hence, 0 90
Speaker Blaine gravely and solemnly anCommon Council.
known to be purilt vkuktarli. He use* no I 90
sented to each member. Some time was
Minbrals or Poison*.Having prescribed for overt 00
nounced that the gentlemanfrom Masaaeighteen th< usand patients within the put tea
then passed in pleasant conversation
•
Holland
City,
Feb.
25th,
1874.
chusetta (Butler) reported adversely on a
yean, without toaiNe on* op thin, where h*7 15 11
The dinner to the Chief-Justiceby the
The Common Connell met according to adjourn- radically.
was the only doctor called. He guarantees res- 1 90 1]
proposition to recognizeAlmighty God in
graduates of Yale College residingin the ment, and was called to order by Aid. Hoogestoger,
This Lecture will prort a boon to thousands. sonable satlsfkctlon in the treatment of every 6 20
disease which afflicts
8 50
the Constitution, which mistake the pioua
Pres. proUsn. The roll was called by the clerk.
Bent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any adcity haa been fixed for Monday ,J March 2
He keeps constantly on hand over 200 kind*
dress,
on
receipt
of
nx
cent*,
or
two
postage
Benjamin, with ludicrousbaste, begged to
Present:Aid. Scbaddelee, Ranters, Aling, Kamthe most choice Roots, Bark and Herbs, and ove* .
in the evening. This is the day Mr. Waite
stamp*.
100 kind* of his own manufacture of medlclnKfl
pennan, Dykema. Dnursema, and Hoogeste*er.
correct, much to the amusement of the
Address the Publishers,
Hell to be found at Ms office at all hourtpday
takes his seat upon tbe Supreme Bench.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and
House.
or
,
' FROM OR
Ghas. j. G. Klink & Go.,
approved.
Among tbe leading articles of medicine maun
The women who were expelled from One of the first steps to reopen the case A bill from Cappon A Bertsch,forsix loads of 1®* BOW1RY, NEW YOEE, Poet-Office Box 4.586. factured by him are his Lnrg* Stnups, Cor A»press.
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Gen. Fitz-JohnPorter, and probably to

leather-scraps used

on

streets,was presented for

VIGOR

payment, and odered paid.

Supreme give him a rehearing, is contemplated by a
The Com. on claims and accounts reported, recCourt of the State, and can now go back motion introducedin the Senate by Sena- ommendingthat the bill of G. H. Bender for $4.50
tor Chandler. It releasea the members be allowed, and that $15 be paid on T. Venhnl4o their intolerant associates backed by iti
of tfurtmilitary court which tried him from zen’s bill, adopted.
decision that the Constitutionof Mai
The Com. on fire d.’p't. made their report on the
chusctts gives women an equal right the secrecy which they were bound by

iheir case successfully before the

with men

to iU

oath to maintain with regard to the votes

on the School Board.

of the largest

shoe-manufactories

cl Chicago have been closed by (he strike
of the Crispins, The strike does not

seem

to be caused by any dispute about the

wa-

by the demand of the masters
Mist the workmen should agree not to extend aid to any of their fellows on strike
ges, but

locate your disease and give you a correct dlaiA 07
nosis of your cases without asking yon scarcelf 1J
a question. Liver complaints treatedfor
The day at Iasi arrived cents per week, and other dlse«*es in proportion. 50
6 17
£when man can be rescued Council at the office
Liver Complaint treated for fifty cents per wr
>m the Iron Jawa of Mcrand other diseases In proportion.Connsel at l
_nr by the use of Df. Johnoffice free. Medicinesent by express all parts of
son's Vigor of Life, tne

was read and referred to

the Committee on claina and accounts.

ly

rail.
States.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^

I

*5great Vegetable Medical United
of Nervous ana Intheir report,which was laid on the table.
, fiammatory Diseases, Rheumatism, Neural cl>.J
“dead beat directory.” haa been A communication from the Supervisorrelative Piles, Catarrh, and Diseases of the Liver, Spleen
The beat
Pain tiller In the world.
tldnm. T1
_________
printed In aeveral towns for private circu- to contradictions in the charter,was read and reA Blood Purifierand Baareher. Bold by *11 Drug
ferred to the City Attorney.
11 i. RM|*er
per day
daylI Agents wanted
wanted!
! AU
AR class**]
gist*, 80 eta, and $1. per bottle. Office A Laborlation. It la intended for the use of board
’ of either aex,
M U My^orklng-----i>eople,
sex, yot
young J
The City attorney was Ipstrurted to advertise for atory»Np. 607 Fulton street,Chicago.
ing bouse keepers, grocers, butchers, etc
toney iat
t work for ns
In the
na In
Wholesale Agents.—Fuller A Fuller, Lord, old, make more money
bids for constructing fences around Market” and
an the
me time, than at anytb
Smith A Co., Van Schaadt. StephensonA Reld.Tol- pare moments, or all
and contains tbe ntqies of men who habi
the ” Public"Square*of the cltj
'
else. Particular*free.
AddreseU.BriNTON *

and opinionsof their associates.

Nine

fire engine subject, which

OF
LIFE!

Strum, and Fimaui Ristorawx* ; all of whldfgive nulveraal satlsfkctlon.Call and connsm 15
with a doctor who will promise you nothing bud 83
what he will faithfullyperform, and will correct4®

Special Oom. on Improving River Street made

A

.

ually neglect paying their bills.

Connell adjourned.•
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7
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6
6
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’
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00
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9
9
9
8
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8
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40
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40
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7 00
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as such we can

recommend

it to all,

desire to be informed oa the progress

developmentof

this

new

who

rise

and the

colony. It

is

"Politician,”

mounted the American

published in the English language at $1.50 manner characteristicof both the speaker
and his subject and we doubt whether this
per year.
;

system of American Oratory, was ever exMr.

Walter

Philbrooi, book-kt

^

of the Baugatuck Lumber Company an<

managing agent of

O. R. Johnson

A C

was private secretaryduring the war

Nonca

ia

it

was

to the audi-

H.

hereby given that PROPOSALS will

W. Verbree A

City of Holland, till Wedneaday noon,

March 11th

next, for the delivery of material* and coutroction
of a
“

and

the

cedar, not lee* than

5#

fence around the ‘ Market Square"

Public Square" of the City of Holland.

The fence poet* to be

of

Co.

45-334* ly

b* received at the office of the City Clerk of the

be round.
The fence board* to be of good common plae. The
ence of Tbnndky last, it being made up
work to be done In a good and workmanlike manto a certain extent of hearers, whose reverner and In accordancewith the apedffeatloaa tn the

plained more a propot as

BLINDS,

PROPOSALS.

above its source-the"General” and

Stump, and defended this subject in a

AND

Or anything la our liue^manuCactured on akoft

Meat Market,

inches In diameter, 7 feet long, and to

ence for ttemp-preachere
and the other kind report of the Committee on Public BuUdinge and

Jeff- Davis, President of

fJacob

Enite.

,

Bines the dleeolutkmof our copartnership,I

m

the so-calU has heretolore been partially meted out. Property, now on flle in th* office of the City Clerk, carrying on this buaincaa alene^ttheOLDBTOBM
Southern Confederacy,and had $150,
The Chapel was literallyfilled, and upon to which reference can be had for furtherparticu- where I can be found at an times, and where I wll)
„rv' „
A.H.
keep constantly 00 hand, the choicest of Bad mi
__________
__on the plat- lars..
White Pigeon. 6 20
H Invested In Rebel securities. He has fur the appearance
of the General
Payment to be made upon the completionof the
Fmh Meats, and offer themat the lowest prfesa.
Dished
ui
(through
a
friend,
Mr.
Timothy!
form,
he
was
greeted
with
an
enthusiastic
workand
tTa^ptaTce
C^ndL
Chicago.
10
8 50
I expect to *ea all our old Mend*, to come and caE
Council rtserr** the right to r^jnet
on me, when I will offer them such bargain* aa wl»
Toledo. H 45 18 0! 8..Coates) with a $50 bill in Confederate| applause. The audience was one of the anyTheandCommon
J all bid*.
,
P.M. A.M currency,which we shall preserve as si most spprecistive that ever greeted a
Induce them to purchasetheir daily radon* with
Cleveland. 7 80 8 00 keepsake of the late unpleasantness.-^lie speaker in Holland, and the Lecture By Order of the Common Council.
V
„ _
P-M. A.M,
CHAD.
» ir
j
7. ------vha
o. P.POHT,
c. rVoTi City Clerk.
JACOB KUITK.
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THE SPANISH

BAILOR.

**

Well, Sam Seymour is about the gushed from his nostrils. In a moment
he sprang to his feet and rushed furithe size of the ously at the schoolmaster, but went
down again like a reed before that wellWell, I guess he tops you by half a aimed blow. The second time he fell,
Houghton stooped down and, lifting
I expeet we’ll get along well him as if he had been a child, fairly
rh together,” said Houghton,* flung him ontside the door. Seymour,
confused and amazed, staggered down

that dreadful winter that the Spanish strongest. ’’
sailor was found. Ah, me 1 It Is • pure white win“ And what is about
ter idyl.
Bret Horlt.
redoubtable Die ?”
" It

wm

The snow-franahtwinds waited drearily,
As ndght sortioWleeS Rboet,
That winter tr. f', lung y*an< stfo,
On the lose New Jersey coin.

“

»

y

The night,with fret ring, darkling glance,
Had frownedUpon tu« day,
Till,

In

ex-schoolmaster,“ when will the wedding take place ?”
Six weeks afterward the old mill was
hung with evergreen wreaths, and a
grand festival was held at Russian Bar
Gypsey Lane was a lovely bride, ant

irfraoM'

to the brook to wash his face and reflect tice in the courts — everything

terntre^s’fy.

OH the wonderfnl force of that slight to take a
arm. And Houghton, turning to the warmest

The cattle
Beneath
The good

<

i

smooth school without a word of ooritaenton
road and past the greed white .oak, nn- the seene, commenced the recitation.
, ddr whose friendly branches the team- Walker was mum. Seymour’s fate had
. Aters were ocoustomed to make their appalled him, and, in fact, tlw entire
ioontime halt
mutinous spirit of the scholars of Rus11 I’ll set you down at the hotel,” said sian Bar was in a fair way of being tothe dmer. “There’s Perkins, the tally subdued.
proprietor, that fat man smoking on . When the trustees heard of the affair
i

“Oodhi
When, sudden i
A sound there
A word In strangely.JMf
And sad aa funepal bell
The cabin ddor'iis Inert llung,
That all In wofnl plitfit

.

\\

v

xiaamfe”’

fitugo

bowled &lonp

th*.

the stoop.”

they

,

unanimously commended

pluck.

the

fresh start.

and

most

seemed

,

ONE TO JQfgppr NINUTES,
NOT ONE HOUR,

Through all, his
Arm

devoted friend was

UKADIIO THU ADVlaniZMENT,

Sam Seymour, once the

terror of RusNeed any one Buffer with
sian Bar schoolmasters, and now the Radway’a Heady Relief la a Care
holder of that important position.
!
San Francisco Morning Call.
it wai tui niar and u

—

A

W*

#

Pain.
fer

every

THE ONLY PAIN REMEDY

Modern Medical Discovery, —

It is

that Instantly stops the moet excruciation pains, al-

claimed that disease,with a few exceptions,

has be$n conquered by

ius Inflammattoas, and cures Gon«Mtiona.whether
the re- of the Lunge, Stomach, Bowels, or ether glands or

search and intellectof enlightenedmen;

Houghton confessed to hlnwetf that sohoolmaster’s
/
and yet a noted professor of New York
Naught but the darkness met their gase
the prospect before him wai\ anything
I toll you what, boys,” said Perkins
admits that “ of all sciences, mcdiciiie
Their ears, the muffled mar
but a prepossessing one. He was not to a crowd who wero earnestlyengaged
Of breakingware* on loo-bouud coast
is the most uncertain,”and that rt thouof a very combative nature, though lie at a game of ol^ pledge in his bar-room,
Of thst lone ocean shore.
sands are annually slaughteredin the
liked a little danger for the excitement, “ that Houghton knows a thing or two
sick room.” Certain “schools " of
Again upon the midaiatet air ' •
* A
but a game at fisticuffswith,-’ dirty, about managing boys. He’ll fix ’qm off,
That weird cry fsiuTly rose,
medicine are in existence, one of which
And ‘'ChristthT*•‘Ohristukr broke n i>on
mutinous boy, had neither glory nor or my name’s not Perkins."
“makes the patient ill, in order to
The ootlageri1repose. 0;«
honor for a men that had been one of ! Houghton* was hospitably treated by
claim a cure ; and another administers
the hardest hitters in his oollega
the folks at Russian Bar. They felt
The morning dswns, and eager hands
“sugar-coated bread pills,” relying
The snowadrtfts cast sway,
The folks were all at their doom when him to bo a man of refinement, bat
upon nature to effect her own cures.
But wondrous pit it the sight
the stage clattered up the single street, brought down in the world, but Showing
Thst thesnWir<waUma|lay. f i
Dr. J. Walker, of California, «an old
^nd we slender, good-looking young no offensive snperioflty in his intercourse
respected physician, tried both
mm \ry the driver was measured and teiththem. The doctor’s wife pronounced and
b
modes of treatment and both failed. He
canvassed before that worthy had passed him to be the best New Yorker she had
In sight and sound of Ghristian souls,
then appealed to nature’s curativeOf rest, sod warmth, and light 1
the mail tio the doctor, who, with his ever mot, and the gossips insinuated
herbs ; and now enjoys rugged health.
medical vocation,also found time to that JMis. Bluut, the widow, was setting
And as theyiookeda shrill voice broke
Ho has given the benefit of his discovrun the postofllce.
her cap for him.
Upon thni* startledsense,
ery to the world, in the shape of Vinegar
As though ouoe more the cold lii» spoke,
The doctor’s wife was at her window,
Gypsey Lane, the daughter of a lead Bitters, and since its introductionhas
0 " Cnriatua," take me hence
and, after a long survey of the school- ing man in Russian Bar, and made
sold a quantity almost large enough to
' fastenedto communicate her
wealthy, Jjy a saw mill, which, all day
All fled, ss
make a small harbor, or to float the
Whof
to Mrs. Blunt.' Meanwhile long groaned and screamed sqpie dis“ Great Eastern.” Its curative properAnd am
washed off the red dust of tance down the river, did not express
And
ties are attested by grateful thousands.
„.id took his seat at thff su
the road, and
supper her opinion os to Hoqghton’s merits,
table. The driver had introduced him but in the summer evenings when the
And openingwith her baby hands,
Two hundred and forty-six schoolIn curious, childish
“d.^h guest,
to about
ut a dozen of the leading citizens schoolmaster, rod in hand, wandered houses have been erected in Iowa durHit* Jacket rough
Upon the dead1'33r3^t,r?rl (I H IWbg the few minutes that intervened along the stream and threw his line ing the past year, exclusive of the numbetwe<
tween their arrival and their evening across the mill-dam, Gypsey \&hs sel- ber built to replace those which had
A Utile foreign bird, with voice
meal.
dom faraway. - Lane, a blnff, hearty become unfit for use. A State that
Of mimicc tone and pov
power,
Whose soft wings tltHicu,ed in the sun,
“How *lo yon liko our town, Mr. old fellow, frequentlyasked Hougton to shows so muoh energy in educational
Liko Home
se bright tropiiIc flower !
Houghtoh?” asked the landlord, gra- spend the evening with him, and told facilitiesis building ite foundation upon
ciously, as he helped his new guest to a Ins adventures in early California to a a rock.
cot of iteak.
patient listener, while Gypsey dutifully
And oft in kft#leafitf pttid H
‘jWiiytt seems a pretty place."
mefidOd her father’s socks on the ve- . We call attention to the card of Allen
The houaWMB peeUMHA '•
Broomhall for Agents to sell the popular
“ When yon get acquainted you’ll (jnd randah.
It echoed its lost master's cry
Upon the holy name
yourself pleasantlysituated; Imt you’ll
Mrs. Lane, when Gypsey was but a work of Hon. D. C. Cloud, “ Monopo**
.

RELIEF
Cures the Worst Pains

palling with a/rig ht. the su

' jpjcnpMflue village,

MORAY'S ’ready

organs, by one application.

IN
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WOM

ONI TO TWENTY MINUTES,

no matter hotr violent or excruciating the pain the

miKUMATIO,Bed ridden, Inflrm, Ortppled,*Nerv.
oaa.

Neuralgic, or prostrated with disease may suffer,

fRADWAY’P

.

READY RELIEF

WILL ATfOBD INSTANT EASE.
Inflnn! mation ef the KMeeys*
“• BI*d,Ur’

*

if

Hruerlei,

|

i

‘

llendtch,,TMth.cbr, CU",k’

CM cum,

Tb. ..pltuttoBof A. BEAUT BXLIKT n lb.
p.rt o. p.n. vbpre lb. pain or dlOeullr etlil.will

.lord.M.udconlbrL
Twenty drops
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In half

a tumbler of water will in a

eaggaSSSSK
hotter Jr RAD*
BEADY BKLIEF with them. A few drops
water will pfeVentsIckneMor peine from change

^\AY 8
ia

as a

etfmulant!

V**11

^reDc^ Brandy or J^iUers

FEVER AND ACUE?

*

FEVER AND AGUE

cured ftr flltyMUte.Thera'
is not a remedial agent in this world thataillcura
Fever and Agie. and all other Malarious. R 11 Whir,
•a'1 0,ber Ferere (aided by

READ Y BELlji\ * ,i, QUlC* M BADWA™
Fifty Cent* pe r Bottle.

______

HEALTH. BEAUTY.
STRONG AND PUHB HICU BLOOD-IN.
CREASE OP FLKHU AND WEIGHTCLEAR SKIN AND BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION SECURED

TO ALL.
V
lies and the People.”
havea hM(l time with the boys.”
baby, was laid to rest in Lone MounSCH00LMAS1W«*XIJ
DR.
they all tell me. Anyhow, I am tain long before Lane ever thought of
In Hardin county, Iowa, is a family
noftjmprepared,”
said
Houghton,
cheersettling
at
Russian
Bar.
Seymour
and
“ When is fie expected ?”
consistingof one Mr., one Mrs., and
*
Walker were the best mnl most Indus- two Misses. Aggregate weight of the
“ They said he was coming
suPP*r the landlord remarked trious pupils the young master had and four, 1,150 pounds.
cmmaentially to the doctor “ that the were happy in accompanying him on
Una made the moat aatenlahln* Cures ? ao
qulek, ao rapid are the chaageo the Body
young
man
had
grit
in
him,
and
he
his
fishing
excursions.
In
fact,
they
all
1 Mack, Hack! Cough, Cough,
“ Yes ; I guess he was in (fiS departundercoeo,under the laflueece of thlo
thought
he’d
be
able
to
‘ make the riffle’ agreed that the educational department
Cough
is
s
symptom
by
which
various
(Hboss
ment”
truly Wonderful Medlclketthat
edconditiousofthe throat, bronchial tubes, and
in the village was a thrivingsuccess.
The doctor’s wife was an authorityon with the boys.”' *
longs manifestthemselves.But whether it
When
Houghton
arose
next
morning
One pleasant evening in June Gyp*
Every Day an Increase in Flesh and
all matters in Russian Bar and on this
arises from the irritation produced in the
last sensation,the coming of a school- and opened his tindow to , the fresh sey Lane, twirling her straw hat, throat and larynx by taking cold, from an atWeight Is Seen and Felt.
master, she freely enlightenedher neigh- breeze, odorous with the perfume of the thoughtfully picked her, way across the tack of Bronchitis,from incipientConsumpbor, Mrs. Blunt, a plump widow, whose clambering honeysuckles, he felt that, broad field that lay between her house tion, or from various other causes, nothing THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.
will allay it more speedily nor cure it more
miner husband had died a few months after all, a residencein a remote village, and the mill. The stream was a windnermanentiythan Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Every drop of the 8ARSARABILLIANRIROLVeven
with
a
parcel
of
rough
boys
to
take
ing
one,
and
as
she
placed
her
foot
on
before. There was not much to gossip
Discovery. It does not matter whether ft be ENT comtmiuicaUothrough the blood,Swiwt, Urine,
care
of,
was
preferable
to
the
dusty,
unaod
other fluids and juice*of the system the vLor of
the
first
stepping-stone
she
saw
a
straw
about in that quiet village. The arria recent attack, or a lingering cough, the Disfamiliar streets of San Francisco. He hat on the grass which she knew well.” covery is in either case, equally well adapted life, for It repairsthe wastes of tho body with new and
val and departure of the stage brought
round material bcrofola. Syphilis, ConsumDtion,
“How is Miss Lane this evening?” for ite relief and permanentcure. In fact, it Glandular disease. Ulcers in the (brunt, Msuth
the people to their doors three times a smiled as he unpacked his foils and boxTumora,Nodes in the Glanda and other parts of the
will oure a congh in one-half the time ncccesjstem. bore Eyes. Strumorousdteobargee from the
week, and if a stranger was noticed, en- ing-gloves, a little sadly, too, for they said Houghton, lazily, from beneath a
saiy to cure it with any other medicine, and Ear*, aaa the worst forma of Skin disease*. Eurptiona,
voys were immediatelydispatched to were linked with many pleasing associa- Manzanita bush, where he had been en- it does it. not by drying it up, hut by removing Fever bore*, bcaid Head. Bing Worm, bait Rheum,
joying a book and &.pipe.
the hotel to learn his name tend busi- tions of his under-graduate days.
the cause, subduing the irritation,and healing hryslpetao.Acur, Black bpoU, Worm* in the Flesh
Cauoers In the Womb, and all weakeniuganJ
“ Well,” he soliloquized, as he
“Well, thank you. How is Mr. the affectedparts. No time should be lost in Tumore,
ness and the probable length of Ins
painful olMharr ee. Night Sweats, Lois of Sperm and
straightened
his
arm
and
looked
st
the
commencing
the
use
of
a
proper
medicina
for
ail waste* of the life principle, are within the curative
HoughtoU
?”
replied
Gypsey,
shyly.
stay. But now Russian Bar was to
range of this wonder of Modern Gbemlstry, and a few
“Warm, but not uncomfortable. Are the rehef of a Cough, for unless this course is days’ use will prove to any per, on using it for either
have a new schoojmacrteraud^k? folks AneW-developedmuscles, I ought to
pursued, serious and dangerous diseaseof the of the.e Iwrms of disease Us pvteut power to euro
wondered much if b^would tme any be able td hoW my own in a stand-up you going to the mill ?”
lungs is liable to result.
them.
“Yes, I have a letter that has Just
if the patient, dailybecomlngrednced
by the waste*
trouble with BaurBeymour, the batch- light with these troublesomepupils of
DOCTORS SOON LEARN ITS VALUE.
and decompositionthat is coutmuallyprogressing,
Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 13, 1870.
er’s boy, or ;Ike Walker, an unruly mine. This is my day of trial, howev- come for father.”
succeeds in arrwtlngthree wastes,aud repairs the
Da. Piksck : For the past six mouths I same with ne« material madeiromhealthy biood“ May I accompany you ?”
spirit, who had knocked down and er, and before noon we shall probably
have used your Goldeu Medical Discovery in aud this Uw-^AhA.VPAlULLIAN
will anddoee secure
“ Certainly, if you ohoose.”
pommeled the last preceptor who un- have had one battle out.”
a enre IS certain; for when once this remedy commy practice, and in that time I have tested its —manoee
itf
work
of
purification,
and succeedsIn
The
schoolhouse,
a
raw,
unfinished
Houghton put on his hat and helped menta in aevere coughs, both acute and chrondertook to tcagb him school discipline.
dltnlnishlugthe loss. of asaesee, Ma repair* 'Wtlt fee
_
looking
frame
building,
stood
hard
by
Gypsey
across
the
brook.
ic, ia chronic disease of the throat, severe rapid, and every day the patleut will feel himself
The tnustees wero. powerless in these
“ I had a letter from New York a few cases of bronchitis,general derangementof giowing betterend tronger, the food CiifMijag bid-, '
matters and declared
.....
ecianri tliaf
if a
11 mUe £rom th«
ter, appetite improving, and flesh MdTvQwU wlf
|

,
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fully. ’
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master was not
the boys in a'
•
* • traps 'and
! school lot, he found a £roup;of some
he might as well, pick
up his
twenty boys! already assembled! Among
leave Russian Bar.
Or the very evening of the expected them were Ike Seymour and Sam Walkarrival, Seymour and Walker, the lead- er. The latter’ssister, a pretty girl of
ing spirits of the mutinous schoolboys, sixteen,was leaning against the fence
met at a pool from which both were try- with half a dozen of her friends, for the
ing to coax a few speckled trout for sup- Russian Bdb schoolhonsewas arranged
for the accommodation of both sexes.
per.
. »! !'
HofigHt°n handed the key to the
“ Have yon heard what the new chap
ueareAt
boy and asked him to open the
is like, Bam ?” said Ike, as he impaled a
ppp>r. With a look at the others, and a
t wiggling worm on his hook.
half grin on his face, he obeyed.
•‘No ; have you ?”
“ Now, boys, muster in,” said Hough“Father told Jake, the
ton,
cheerfully; to the boys.
•.that he was very young.”
They all passed in— Seymour and
“And small ?”
Walker
latter took
a good
”1
nuinci last.
mail. The
4-MD UtfcfctU
wva It
gUUU

^

’

Yes,”

‘

M
***

days ago,” said he, after they had lef,
too first bend of the river behind.
V A pleasant one
“Well, although in some sense it
brought good news, still I can hardly
call it a pleasant letter.”
They walked on and Gypsey swung
her hat pensively, longing with a woman’s curiosity, to hear more about the

?”

letter.

^m

without the acquaintance wfth any
turnadto
any particularaccount
«¥dgg]p
for bread, be found himself adrift in
•California with n

“I don’t
a

know

JttM
-

----

----

____

insolently!

.

.

e

,

^

,'HU

week.”
The hat was swayed from

Go to Riverside Water Cure, Hamilton, 111.

PRICE $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

side to side

“

Do yon care much, Miss Lane

way to New York, and that he
had been left some money, and the
gossips more than suspected that there
was Aomaihing between Gypsey Lane
pd their favorite. At all events, her
fees Vwked for a week after his deon his

parture.
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It is not & quack nostrum.
The ingredientsare published
on each bottle of medicine. It
used and recommended by
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Physicians wherever it has

been introduced. It

will
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CONSUMPTION, andnlldiseases Rririagfroman impure
condition of the blood. Send
for our Bosad axis Almanac, in
which you will find certificatce
from reliable and trustworthy TPUILDING FELT (no tar), for outside work
Physicians, Ministers of the JD and inside instead of plaster.Felt carpetings,
Ac. Send two 3*ent sta^nys for circular aud semGospel and others.
pies.
FAT, Camden, N. J.
Dr. fi. Wflion Canr, of BaHhnors,
•ays be has uml it in cqim of Scrofula
and other diseases with much

eat ief ac-

tion.

j Dr. T. C. Pugh, of Baltimore, recommends it to aU perrons sufferinR with
diaetsed Blood, sayhig it ia superior to
aay preparation be has ever need.
Bev. Dabney Ball, of the liaittorre
1. E. Coni erence South, says ho has
been so much beneflttcdby ila use, that
be cheerfully recommends it to all bh
friends and acqnnifltatires.
Oravsn ft Co., DniSfists.at GordonsVflle, Va., say it never h&s failed to give

I

shouted
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DEBILITY, INCIPIENT

D
A

s

Vegetable,oontalniBg no mercury, minerals, or don
t&rioaa drags.
•a-Obeerrethe following symptomi reeultin
from disordersof the DigestiveOrgaBi*
OonaUpatlon, InwardPiUs, Fuirneee'of the Bloc

SCROFULA

positively cure
in its various stages h
tfATISM, IPIlfTt’

A
L

PurialiTe

THE GREAT ALTERATIVE

Winter had come and the. river was
swollen and rapid, and many a lofty
tree from the pine forest had fonnd its
wayt.
to the hearths of Russian Bar. One
delicious morning, crisp and cold, after
a night’s rain, the stage with mud,
halted before Perkins’ Hotel It had
Mcf addsn, Murfreesboro’,
Tennessee,says it cured him of Rheubeen all night ofi the way, for the roads
__ aastiam When all else failed. ***
were very
i
THE BOfiiDALIBXN CONNECTION WITH OUE
The worthy proprietorof that excellent house was in the act of tossing his
first cocktail, when a hearty hand was
laid his shoulder, and Philip Houghton

heavy.

RADWAYS
m Mdi Pi

DR.

with increased energy.

/

:

win m* Chill* and Veter, Liver Complaint,Dys“Perkins, old boy, ho^ are you I”
pepsia, ete. We giiarantae RobAdams superior tn
“No.”
moredly. “ Yoqf^e, if I have to exerThe landlord returned the shako
shi
all other Blood purifiers.Send for Descriptive
Circular or Almanac.
cise something mgro than moral suasion,
The lithe arm straightenedlike a flash hands,
ds, dived behind the bar and hod a
Address CLEMENTS A CO.,
I want to get p<$ed on the physique of lightning and the rebel measured his second
cocktail
mixed
in
a
moment.
>nd
6 8. Commerce St., Baltimort, itd.
of my men.”
*
length on the floor, while the blood “ And now,” said he, as he pledged the
Remember to ask your DrsfiTfist for Dosadalis.
ttlw W ••h
,

,

'*'

threads like white eUk, or there is a morbid,

RADWAY’S RESOLVENT.

.

•

•gg. or

yet; possibly within

'
wish Philip Houghton God speed on the
turned quietly from the morning he took his place by the driver
saw the blue smoke from who one year before nad sot him down
eigaritoarising' from where Seymour at Perkins’ Hotel They knew he was

Mir name, boy?” ho askSeeing an adve
for a competent
-------of the school I ________ ^
____
“ My name is Seysiqu^HjepIied the
.
swered it, and was accepted at adven- mutineer,
ture. Putting his few movables toAnd arp you “aoJpMftf'ffj
gether— a pair of ola foilt' and a set
“ Leave the roantf*
of well worn boxiug «k>VM, for HoughI guess not.!’
ton was an accomplished boxer and
There
was a dead silence in the school
fencer— he bought a tidket for Russian
room now, and Houghton felt that the
He found the stag^ driver a commu- hour -of trial had come.
ho said again, very qui
nicative, pleasant f^Uow^j^
"
quest, describedthdnahaSI)!
future home. IifMeff, “Bra
“ Come here.”
of the class of boys whom Houg _______
Seymour, putting his hands in his
was to take cliargeof, was not very enceurQtered fr
from his desk, stood
aginff. “ You’ll find th^*~ ~hm
‘ ” fpocketyiauntered
‘yard of the schoolmaster,and
said he, “ and they’re
iotkot sneeringlyinto his face.
too.”
“ Leave, the room,” said Houghton
“ What is about the weight of my
again,
in a lower voice.
oldest ?” asked J|piughton, good-hu-

We understandthat the whooping- c,™dp,;Kad.tt.r Ttfidi,'!!*
cough is quite prevaleut in the towns around

1

MMUirr p
*

»

•

evasively.

is,

Sot only does theSsBaarAiiyjANBcgoixucaxoal
been indicated. In all oases I have fonnd it all known remedial HgtfftFTn 1®* csiteofUhronic,
bcrofqlous,Constitutional,
aadbkio dueam; bus it' >
to pit gently yet thoroughly and effectually in istheoaiy po*itlv*cur*ler<« ;-i
removingthe variousdiseasedconditions:and
Kidney and Bladder Complaint*,
bringing about a healthy action throughout
the system. Yfttrs fraternally, >
H. L. Hall, M. D.

dark, bilious appearance, aud Vrhite bone-dust deNew York
us ; but that no cases have proved fatal Borne
pealts, and when there is a
ricking,burningsensa“ 1 am going to leave Russian Bar,” familiesus* nothing but Johnson's Anodyne tion w'h.o passing water, an(fpainin'theBma
UUMof the
Liniment.
Our Doctor, however, says a little Back and along the Loins.
said Houghton abruptly.
Ipicac, to produce vomiting, would be an ad- Tumar of 1‘J Teara’ Growth Cured
Sr
“ Indeed, how soon ?”
vantage.— [Com. »

?”
This with an earnest look into the hazel
eyes that were kept steadily bent on the
at
hla
desk
and
laid
a
heavy
ru!6r on brown parched grass beneath their feet.
“I guess n<M, Sam. School ain’t
“ Yes, of course, we shall be very
good for us, such fine weather as this.” the books which were before him.
Now, boys,” he said, “ I hope we sorry to lose you,” returned Gypsey,
The worthies sat and fished in silence
4, _
mg pleasantlytogether. You
for some little tiinymijAen 11
irly
and
yon
shall
have
no
“ If I oome back in a few months with
duced a buncli of ^gfcrrtwkand
reason tew Bpmplain, I promise you. something for my future wife, shall I
them to his friefir*M|pt,
bedience are what I re- see this ringon her finger?” whispered
that the fish woulil i|)tfb»(ihe
ifct attentionto the matHoughton, capturing the little ’hand
dared their polIrmTfffragjL_
ter of our instruction.”
that held the hat, and slipping a pearl
-the village, pausing a moment to stone
.a Chinaman’s rooster, which /had Giving them 4 portion of the grammar ring on her delicate finger.
Gypsey said nothing ; but her eyes
strayed too far from the protecting rto prepare for recitation,he walked
quietly up and down the room, oeca- turned for a moment on the schoolwashhouse.
Philip Houghton was a schoolmaster idnally standing at the windows, but master’s earnest face, and in the next
Trom necessity, «nd not taste. Like .appearing to keep nq surveillance on her soft cheek was resting on his shoulder.
many who have been educated as gen- the boys. Suddenly the crack of
Russian Bar, to a man, turned out to
tlemen in one sense pf , tht wynJJ that match waa heard, foliowed by a general
special pursuit that

the system, constipatedconditionof the bowsis, and wherever a thorough alterative has

A&fytfrminatqrs
AND INSECT POWDER FOR
D*/*, Mice, Roaches, Ante, Bed-bun, Moths, Ac.
l.F. HKNBI, CURRAN ft CO., N. Y, Bole Agents.

Ol^fiAT.ARE
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PIUCSI

( IBKAD! “PLAIN BLUNT
1 iFiictH,” a Treatise on the

%

Causes. History. Cure and
Prevention of FILES. Pubmiitlied by P. NKUSTAEDiTKIt A COM« Welker Street.

%

|

: iNew York. Sent KRKK toall
Ipsru of the Ubited Stales on
IS# receipt of a letter stamp.

nij]j I

STANDARD LDTTA
BUSTLE.
Diploma Award

-

by the Amerlt Inst It ate each
ear, A. W. Thomas,
atentee and Msnufaourer.for the Lightest,

"rongestand most
mfosuble Bustle—
te btaudard LotioIthatcanbeworn.Sixes
•alt every style of

NEW YORK,
ADELPHIA,

,

St. Thomas’ Hospital,London, has
written an article for the'Zancef,detailpaksTihijits.
ing the effect* of creosote applied to
The English and Continental farmers warts. He applied it freely m an obknow the value of hone dust, and the stinate, warty excrescenceon the finger,
Americans will soon find it out.
then covered it over with a piece of
Mr. M. L. Sullivant,the great Illi- sticking plaster. This course he pursued every three days for two weeks,
nois farmer, of Livingston oounty, has
when
the wart was found to have disapcontracted for the erection of fifty tenepeared, leaving the part beneath it quite
ment houses on his farm at Gibson.
healthy.
Of guano, as a permanent fertilizer,
A Useful Soap.— The following is
there is soma doubt ; but as a stimulant
of growing crops, on good soil, it is in- commended by those who have tried it
valuable, either on grass or arable lands. for scrubbing and cleaning painted
floors, washing dishes, and other houseMb. Hanson Ordway of West Newhold purposes : Take two pounds of
bury, Mass., raised one hundred and
white olive soap and shave it in thin
eighty-eight barrels of onions last seaslices ; add two ounces of borax and
son on seven-eightsof an acre, which he
two quarts of cold waten; stir all tosold in Newburyporfc for $1,000.
gether in a stone or earthern jar, and
Soot is a most valuable manure, eith- let it §et upon the back of the stove uner for grass dr for turnips,as it quickly til the mass be dissolved. A very little
forces the plants, it prevents the fly heat is required,as the liquid need not
from committing its ravages. It is also simmer. When thoroughly mixed and
excellent for destroying the grub in cooled, it becomes of the consistency of
onion beds.
a thick jelly, and a piece the size of a
The Country Gentleman recommends cubic inch will make a lather for a gallon of water.
linseed oil meal for horses that are
never allowed to run out to grass, being
KITCHEN HECIPKB.
slightly ajireient.A handful in each
Never boil tea of any kind. Japan tea
feed, morning and evening, is about the
needs long steeping.
quantity usually fed.

There are more than one thousand

FARM, HOUSEHOLD, AND KITCHEN. of

different kinds of pills in the United States.
Some of them are worthless and injurious,
others are good and beneficial. Old Dr. Par-

WEEKLY
CHICAGO

DAILY AND

sons invented the best anti-bilious pill we ever
saw or heard of. Tliev are now sold under
the name of Parsmn' Purgative Pill*.— [Com.
Foolishly spent, money paid for children’s
shoes not iMPotected by SILVER TIPS. Two
weeks isabontthetime it takes a smart, active child to ventilate the toe of a shoe.
SILVER TIPS the only preventive— [Com.

I

and Colds.

THROAT

A COUGH, COLD 01 SORB

Raqulrss inmtHats attention, and shonld be
Checked. If allowed to conttnua, Irmtatior or
THB LUROI, A PlBIARBIIT THROAT AFFICTIOH,OB
AH IROORABLI Lcro DtlRAlB la often the remit.

The Liveliest SpiciestPaper Published
In the

Win WILL YOU BUFFER?
To all peraoRi auRurlug from Rheumatism, NeuTo all peraona suffering from Rheumatism, Neu-

Wine Whey.- Boil a

farmer snggets that the

tion of fruit-growers. The sparrows
Pickled Onions.— Peel off the outer
breed fast and eat a good deal. A pair
akin
of small onions, boil them until
of sparrows having a family to bring up
clear or half cooked, in salt water, and
will consume over three thousand caterthrow them while smoking hot into a
pillars a week.
jar of cold vinegar,spiced.
A man in Woodburr, N. Y., raised
Grape Jam.— Boil the grapes in just
and marketed from five-eighths of an
acre on his farm, egg-plants which sold water enough to make them tender,
for $499.15; radishes which sold for $78 strain them through a colander, then
—milking a total of $577.15 cash in in one pound of pulp put one pound of
hand. Besides this his family was sup- sugar ; boil this naif an hour ; the complied and some given away. There mon wild grape makes a nice jam.
were 1,829

hills of the

egg-plants,3J by

i feet apart.

preparation,made chiefly from the native herbs found on tho lower ranges of
the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, tho medicinal properties of which
aro extractedtherefrom without the use
of Alcohol. Tho question is almost
dally asked, '‘What is the cause of tho
unparalleledsuccess of Vinegar BitBENT ONK YEAR FOR •I.AO.
teusT” Our answer Is, that they remove
Oreat Inducements offered to enterprising, re- the cause of disease, and tho patient responsible persons tn every place tn the Northwest
to canvsie for both Dally aM WVekly. NOW IB covers his health. They are tho great
THE TIMR TO MAKE MONEY AT THlHI
blood purifierand a life-giving principle,
For part'cnlara, address
a
jionect Benovatoi; and Invigorator
POST AND MAIL CO,
of the system. Never before In tho
§8 Dearborn- it , Chicago.
hintory of tho world hAB t medicine been,
PAYING EMPLOYMENT
compounded poRsetudng tho remarkable
For all having spare time, tn selling our New
qualities of ViNROAR Bitters in healingthe
uok of every disease man is heir to. They
arc a gentle Purgative as well bb a Tonic,
.ng« and
y spare time fbr pleasantwork, without risk, relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
"Ite at once (hr complete10-page deacriptlve cir- the Liver ana Visceral O.gans, in Bilious
cular and liberal terms to F. A. Hutchirsor A
Co.,

Diseases.

Chicago, 111.;

The properties c' Dr. Walker*
inroar uittbiihare Aperient, Diaphoretic,

V

cians and

Canninative, Nutritioun,Laxativo, Diuretic,
Sedative,Counter-Irritant,
Sudorific, Alterative, and Anti-BUio-*’
K. ». •». .'O.l ALT! rf. VO..
OntgiriRtaamKlvn,\gt«..Ki«i Ffcanatai.CnMforala,
ami our. of WuMuiurtonami Clmiltmi Ku., N. Y.
Mold by nil UruRfftON and I>« ntore.

MfiHOHAlYT’S

GARGLING OIL

a

ten minutes and drain off the

/farm and Scalds,
CkUUatru,
Sprains and finises,
Chapped Hands,

CHILDREN OFTEN LOOK PALE AND
SICK,

THEA-NECTM

from no other cause thaa having worms In the
stomach.

IB A

CURTIS A BROWN,

with the Oreen Teaflavor. Warranted to suit all tastes.For sale
everywhere.And eold at wholesale ouly by Great Atlantic and
PacificTeaCo , 35 A 3Y Vfiay
street,N. Y. P. O. Box 5506.
Bend for Thea-NeetarCircular.

free from nil color

Psoprletors.

5 Fulton Street,New lock.
Sold by Druggist i and Chemists,and dealtrt in
Usdieitu*, at Twxbtt-fivb cxbtb a Box.
No.

2

Flesh ll'ounds,
Frost IHIes,
External Pohons,
Sand (Yacks,
()all$ of all kinds,
SU fast. Ringbone,
Poll foil.
Me* of Animals,
Toothache,

PURR

SIaoIs. T©«a

BROWN’S VERMIFUGE COMFITS
will destroy Worms without Injury to the child,

enough log or other injurious luffredlentsusually used In
them. Let worm preparations.

not fine enough, cut smaller.

The Standard Linimentof the United State!
IB GOOD FOR

'

long and a little wider than your shovel; slices of dried beef, with just
place an end on the tailboardclose to boiling water to cover

them cook
water. If

A hrllllnntnndattrac-

tive Monthly, beautifulReturn to the pan with a lump of butly Illustratedaud eleter the size of a walnut, and a little pepgantly printed. Will
“ NOTHING BETTER.** Cutler Bros. Boston
per. To a quarter of a pound of beef
contain &• ftill-ynae
Dr. John W are. celebrated Vxortablx
Pclmokabt Balsai, for Colds and Consumption.
enjcrAvlnff*during the
To cure a wart on a horse, take a allow two eggs, beat well together,and
year. A magnificent
when
the beef is hot, stir iu. Cook
CHROMO to every aubcommon suture needle, a large sewing
Hcrlber. $2.50 per year. Send SS cent* for
about three minutes, end send to table
needle will do, but if slightly crooked
Sample Copy. Proa poet an, and Premium List,
hot.
at the point, better; thread it with a
1- Per Day. 1,000 Agent* wanted. Ben/ or 50 cent* lor Hum pie Copy, Chromo <fea
CnnvnN*f rs wanted everywhere.
stamp to A. H. Blair A Co., Bt. Louis, Mo.
How to Prepare Coffee.— French
double cord, each one containing three

Oil

1

threads of fine saddler's thread well
twisted and waxed. Pass the needle
through the center of the wart close to
the skin, drawing the thread half way
through. Cut the cord next to the needle, and tie each half separatelywith a

cooks

by

say good coffee cannot

boiling ; it

aroma and

must be

flavor of

the

be made

leached ; the

coffee goes off

in the steam if it is boiled. The

A

ont, undare unsolicited.We also manufacture

Jflcrclianl’a Worm Tablet*.
deal fair and liberal with all, and
defy contradiction.Manufactured at

Addrciw, THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

AGENTS

W ANTED.— Something entirely
new. Address PHILA. NOVELTY MAN’F’G

CO., C01 FraukliuBt., Philadelphia, Pa.

ground

aranteed using

Room

27,

$25£.'»°"«S!

We

Tribune Building,Chicago.

~HERFACE WAS HER FORTUNE,

Lockport,N. Y., U.

our

fend Drill*.Gstalogur Ore. A novel, by FrxdrriokW. Robixior, author of
coffee must be put in a vessel that is
W W.U iua,itt.Lotti*J(0. Annie Judge. No Man’s Friend, Ac., will be commenced In Tux Weekly Wiiconiix,March 18tb.
like a fine sieve in the bottom, pour
tetyr PER DAY Commleeionor |30 a week Part iaa sendingaa 50 Cents will receive
boiling
water
on
this,
and
as
soon
as
it
surgeon’s or other secure knot, as
Salary, and expeneea. We offer It and will
THE
tightly as possible. Cut the ends off passes through it is fit for use and if not pay it- Apply now. G. Webber A Co. MartonJ)
for Fonr Montha, containing the whole cf this
close to the knot, and the wart will soon used immediately should be placed PLAYS I FLAYS 1 PLAYS! PLAYS
charming story. Back numbers sent. Address
1
Dramatle Entertainments. Home Amusements.
CRAMER, AIKENS A CRAMRR, Milwaukee.
disappear. If the wart is small at the where it will simply keep hot and not Bind
for a catalogue of 10,000. Samuxl Fkxkch A
base, the cord may be tied around it as boil. We give this French method of Bon, 122 Nassau Street, New York.
close to the base as possible, and the making good coffee not for the benefit
3

/theumaftsm,
HmorrhiAds «r Piles,
Sore ttivptei,
lira
Caked Rreasts,
Fistula, Mange,
Spaeinsl Svmmeg,
Scratches or Oreate.
Stringhalt H’indgatls,
Foundered Feet,
(YackedHeels,
F'oot Rot In Sheep,
Roup in 1‘tmUry,
Lame Hack, ife, <fc.

LargsGisB $1.00. Medium 80c. BmaUMs.
Small Blie for Family Uee.SBceRtS.
The Gargling Oil Imw been in use aea
liniment ninre IMS. All W0 nek In a fair
tiial, but lie sure and follow directiona.
A*k your nearest Druggistor dealer m Patent Medicinesfor one of our Almanac.*, and
read what tho people any about the OIL
The
Uargllng Oil I* for
sale by ajlft
ic Gargling
'
(leaicre throughoutthe United
spec table (Iff

1

919

”1* V

D?yWalkei?c!^

MRS. WINBLOW’8 SOOTHING SYRUP IB THB
PRE8CIPTIONOF one of the best Fomals Physi-

WHITE, and

k I

egar Bitters are a purely Vegetable

THIRTY YKAR8’ EXPERIENCE OF AN
OLD NURSE.

being perfectly

ml

VINEGAR BITTERSJM

Hi

Kami in the United States, and has
been used for thirty years with never failing
$5 to $20
tsfbly and success by minions ofmotksra and or old, mAkamon money at work for us Iu their spare
children, from the feeble infant of one week old to momenta, or all the time, than atanrthing else. Particu
nn free. Addreea O. Btoiior A Co., Portland,MalM.
tho adult. It corrects acidity of the stomach,relieve! wind colic, regulates the bowels, sad gives
Every Keeper of Bees
rsst, health and comfort to mother and child. We
should subxerlhcfortho
believe it to be the Beet and Barest Bcmedy In th*
oldest and brat sciontlflcnnd pmrtlrnl JoHrWorld In all cases of DY8RNTIRTand DIARnnl of Apiculture in Die
RHEA IN CHILDREN,whether It arises from
World. Tho most nuoOatmeal Gruel.— Mix
dessert Teethingor from any other cause. Full directions
cessful Mid experienced
fbr using will accompany each bottle. None Oeni
Apiarians in America
spoonful of fine oatmeal or patent
loo unless the fec-similsof CURTIS A PKBKINf Is
rone contribute to Its pages. u year,
groats with two tablespoonfnls of cold
bend a Mt amp fbr a Mammc Uqpy.
on the outside wrappor.
water and boil for ten minutes, stirring
Address, THOMAH (T NKWMAN,
BOLD BT ALL MEDICINE DKALIB8.
Hoorn YT, TribuneBulldlng, Chicago.
frequently. For a richer gruel, boi

People who, at husking time, have
barked their sore fingers and broken
their worn nails in the effort to make
space to start a shovel in a wagon load two tablespoonfnlsof groats in a quart
of oars which they desire to transfer to of water for an hour. Strain through a
the crib, can thank The Journal sieve ; stir in a piece of butter large as,
of the Farm for this suggestion of a a walnut and some sugar, nutmeg or
better way : “ In loading corn take to ginger.
the field a piece of pine board six feet
Frizzled Beef.— Into a pan put

one corner of the wagon and the other
on the bottom end ; fill up as usual.
In unloading, shovel down the board to
the bottom of the wagon, and not an
ear need be touched by the hands.”

ANY

BROWN’S BRONCHIALTHOCHKB,
Con tales all the Latest News. Able snd Pithy
Havlnf a direct Liflueace ou the parti, give Imme- Discussions of all the Great Questionsof the Day,
and Full and AccurateMarket Reports.
diate r altsf. For BaoRCHms, Asthma, Catarrh,
Tub Daily Post ard Mail Is destined to hats
CORIUMFTIYR ARD THROAT DllHASRi, TtOCHliur# an enormous circulation outside "f Oklcsgo:
1st Because it ts funiisbeAat 10 00 a year (payutid with alwafci good turctn.
able in advance), or ouly HALF THR PRIOR (if the
BlROIRI ARD POBMC IFRAIIRS
other dailies,thus bringingit within the reach of
Will find Troches useful in cleAitng thi voice whan thousandswho never took a dally paper, and battakan before Binging ot Speaking, and reltaviugtb* ter adapting It to tba wants of other thousands
throat after annnuiuaiaxarttunofthe vocalorgana- who need to economlts.
Id. Being an Evening Paper, It fnrnlahea nearly
Obtain onijr "Bbowb s Brobchiai. Trocurs,' all rarte of the Northwest with one day's Later
Mews
and Market Reportsthan ibe Chicagomoriv
aud do not use any ef the worthiestImitation!
lug panera.*
thatiaav»e offered. Sold tvtrtnthtrt.
To thole who can cot afford to take the Daily,
Thi Wibkly Post ard Mail Is confidently recommended.
Its mtlangs of Literary,Political.FinanH9UIU&H0LD PANACKA AND FAMILY
cial. Bocial and Agrtcullnral Topics makes It a
LINIMENT.
welcome guest tn every household.

ternal and external use. It has cured tha above
soda, half that quantity of salt, three ternal and external use. It ha> cured the above
complaintsIn thousands of cases. There Is no
granges set themselves about introduc- tablespoonfulsof melted lard, flour to complaintsIn thousands of cases. There Is no
mistakeabout It. Try it. Bold by al Drugiriata.
ing the English sparrow for the protec- knead well.
mtstaksabout It. Try It. Bold by all Druggists.

An Ohio

West

HAS THE LARGEST CITT CIRCULATION OF
IN CHICAGO.

pint of milk, ralgia,Cramps In the limbs or atomacb. Bilious
and
put
to
it a glass of white Wine ; set ralgta,Crampe In the limbs or atomach, Bilious
to the weather, as it not only injures the
Colic, Pain In the back, bowali or ride, we would
wood-work,but the' sun’s rays harden it over the fire till the curd has settled, Colic,Pain In the back, bowala or aide, we would
when
strain
it .and sweeten to your
the Stone and render it useless. Neither
ay Thr Hocirhold Paracra ard Family Liri
•ay Thi Hoitibhold Paracra ard Family Liri
should it stand in the water in whicu it taste.
mirt la of all othara the remedy yon want for in
runs, as the part remaining in water
Plain Doughnuts.— One pint of rich hit la of aU others the remedy you want for In
softens so much that it wears unequally.
buttermilk,one heaping teaspoonful of

A gbindstone should not be exposed

A.

ASST

Brown's Bronchial Troches lor tough*

8. A.,

by

Merchant’s Gargling Oil Co
JOHN HODGE, Secretary.

.
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Ayer’s Ague Cure,
VOX

jntts pat.hog ringer,

tn BFUBV BWIFOV

they will not use cofFever and Ague, IntermittentFever,
A Private Institution,
same end will be accomplished
fee, but to those who still feel that they For the cure of laeantty, Epilepsyand Inebrtaey.
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever,
or HOLDER, s
It is a mistake in wheat culture to must take coffee, we would say, if you Address SANITARIUM, Clneiunatl, Ohio.
Dumb Ague, Perlodtoal or
sow inferior seed. Indeed this is very must have it, make it in the best way.
LWJIiU&Co. '
Bilious Fever, &c., end Infoolish in regard to any and every crop. —Journal of Health.
For Agenta. Large Income gnsranteed. Inclose
deed ell the efTeotlene
•tampfor circular. R. Allison,113 Chambers St.N.Y.
Like begets like. Weakness and diswhich a rise from maease are propagatedin the plant world
The Claims of Ohio.
sendingthe address of ten pe^I1|lc^lt^0
very much as they are transmitted from
larious, marsh,
^ /
The fact that Ohio men occupy each nUP andhutrurtinns ^ow’ to get Flch, pwtparent to child in the world of human prominent positions in Washington sug- UNt paid. City Novelty Co., 108 B.8th-«t., Phil*. .Pa.
/
5 ^TDECATUR, ILLS.
beings. The greater pains should bo gests to Qen. James M. Comly, the
IT |10TW« have found something xxw for 09 If ynur Hardware Dealere do not
poisons,
taken to procure the choicestseed that witty editor of The Ohio Slate Journal, A I LAO I agenta.It will sell better than anyHas been widely need, during the
have for oale. eend for circular*.
vou ever handled. Sample* 35c. F.URKKAMANcan possibly be had. It will pay the a little anecdote. Id a recent letter thing
last twenty-five years, In the treatU FACT UB’G CO- ,143 Clark or 114 Madlaon Bl, Chicago
ment of these dlstresstefdtseaeea,
farmer who depends upon his own from the nationalcapital to his paper
and with such unvarying sneceaa
pni AD AHA FOR invalids and
.that It has gslnsd th* reputation of
growing of seed, to cut out the best por- he wrote
uULUnAUU TOUKIBTOi its advantages
rbeing infallible. The ehakea, or
tions of a field, when there is a perchilli, once broken by it, do not re>
“ Now, since I think of it, how is for Consumptives and Asthmatics. Full nartlcuturn until tb* diaeaae Is contracted
ceptible difference, and devote them to this? Charley Baldwin, of Mount lari given free. Addrtai A. H. PATTERSON, Fort
Colltna,Colorado.
again. Thlshasmadoltsnaeeepted
THE BEST DOLLAR fflfflf.
this important use. Indeed, it is a wise Vernon, was here last week, and he
remedy, and trusted specific, for the Fever and
Ague of th# Watt, and the Chills and Vavar of tho
A new variety of Oats,
policy to select the earliest and finest wanted to see Sothern. At the ticket
Bouth
which threshesout like
Aytr’s Ague Curs sradtestss the noxlsue poison
heads, and from these grow seed. It is office the treasurersaid, very politelv : HULLESS OATS wheat. ptrfecUuhuUess.
vol. -with Chromo,
from the system, and ieavea
Weighs 62 lbs. to the measured bu.: vlelds lergely,
is tha
the patient aa wall aa
also well to obtain a change of seed ‘ Sorry to disappoint vou, sir ; bit the on same soil ••ordinaryoata. Bend tor descriptive
before the attack. It thorni
roughly expels the dltYOSKMITK
VALLEY,
ease, so that so Liver Complelnte,
m plaints. Rheumatism,
from time to time, os successivesowing house is crammed, and there is not even circular and terma to MOHBHouaK.MKAcnam A Go., 14x30 inches. In 17 Oil Colon.
Neuralgia. Dysenteryor Debility
dealera tn seeda and dried fruit, Milwaukee,Wis.
abilityfollows (he
fhe cure,
cure.
Magazine, one year, with Mounted Chromo... |9 00 li daed, where disorder*of tba Llvsr and Dowels
in the same soil and climate seems to standing room.’ ‘But my dear sir,’
Magazine, oneyear.wlthUnmounted Chromo, 1 60 have occurred from Mlasmatte Poleon, it removes
induce more or less degeneracy. The said Charley, Jm from Ohio !\ The
Magazine, alone, one year ....................... 100 the cause of them and they dii ippeev. Not only
EMPLOYERS OF GERMANS !
is it an effectualcure, but. if taken occasionally
farmer should never grudge a little ex- treasurer looked at him % moment Fleaae Inform them that the Cheapest Kmigratton Examine our Clubbingand Premium Llsta.
Two First-class Periodicals for the price by patients exposed to malaria, It win expal the
tra outlay in the purchase of choice in blank astonishment, and then called to New York ta by the new popular direct iteameri of one. Wo solicit Experienced Cstn vssesen poieon and protect them from attack. Travelers
from Rotterdam. South Oermani aud Swiss eave
others to send at once fbr terms and Hpeolmea end temporary residents tn fever end Ague localiseed. Such outlay is pretty certain to out, ‘ Harry, take this gentleman to the eight dollars, traveling more pleasantly. Fronf sta- end
Magazine. Address 8. K. SIHTEb, Publisher, ties are thus enabled to defy the diseaee.Tha
tiont
on
Rhine,
free
to Rotterdam. Package* cent
be well rewarded.
General Debility which la so apt to anaue fror
41 Fork Row, If Y. City, wNewlmrgh,If. Y.
manager’s box and give him a front seat to and received from Enrepe. Write to Mohrii
continuedexposure to Malaria and Mlaam baa re
-—he’s from Ohio !’ The idea that any- EcbofbaxExpress,MB’ way N.Y. Agents wantsd.
speedier remedy.
For Liver ComplaintsIt Is an axcelltuf
HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS.
body from Ohio shouldn’tbe able to get
rated*
Kerosene is the best article ever dis- a place anywhere was too thin. ”
rXXYAXXD ST
COLONIZATION IN COLORADO,
covered to cleanse rust from grates and
Gen. Comly adds that the object of
. Extraordinary Inducementsin the climate,
Sr. J.C. AYER A CO., LoveD, Kuo,
fire irons.
W. D. Bickham’s late visit to Washing- health, mines, atock-growing,fanning, rapid dePraotlsal and Analytical Chemists,
To Purify Cider.— A few slices of ton was to have Worcestershire sauce velopment, and money-making.Information free.
Sold by all Druggists end Dealersim MtUtku.
placed on the free list. Why not, since Address A. H. PATTERSON, Secretary, Fort Colthe red beet, put into a barrel of musty
W. D. B. mixes the sauce with spark- lins, Colorado.
cider, will deprive it of its disagreeable
ling Catawba and then pronouiico* the
taste and smell, as well as prevent it
mixture the 11 best wine I evef drank,
from becoming vapid or acrii
Monopolies and the People,'*
of hygienists, for

-^^nmNeSAHDTONGS £

m

THE GOLDEN EGG
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sir.”

Purple Ink.— Take one and one-half
ounces ground logwood, one-half ounce
An Oil-DrippingStone.
pulverized alum in one and one-half
In a note to a gentleman who has
pint of soft water. This will make a written a book upon the oil regions, Ex.
very fancy ink.

W^ITTED. CONSUMPTION
AxidL Its Ou.ro.

Tty Hon. D. C. CuScn, cx-Aturnpy-G*n'l
of Iowa. Hhowln*up
th« PaclDc R. K. lui«(uitrbow (he Honopoilft* brlp th«u»-ltM
and (ft rrtlercdfrom th« liurdrniof uxatioebow <Vu(rv*> be-

WILLSON-S

People,bow Wall it. build*K. R * Antl-llo,iop«41*U,
WorkinimtD.(irinner*and friendsof reform buy at a »l»hl. One
•Sent sold 84 Copies In 4 day*, and another W cople*iu 2 day*,
prioe Ilm. *'An of MoneyMsking."or"Rosd to Fort- clncs. Its theory a 0™1 10 •rrc,t th« f- -*71 [then
I
corincidentally une." a fait-sellmgbook, by a New York merchant. Price
Will|L00. The largest and most elegant book In the marketfor the
go to Boston visit money.Choice of lerrtwrr. Ertra liberalwrmt to Ajtenu. Send
arrests Decay. It Is the
of Natural History, Geol- for Circulars.ALLEN RROOMUALL.Publliber.Mnicatlne.ta.
most powerful antisepticIn the known wor d. EnteringInto the circulation, It at once granples with
in the State Agricultural
corruption,and decay ceases. It purlflca the sources
AGENTS
FOB THE
trayed Ibe

Gov. Horatio Seymour

_
years

Frosted Feet. — They may be cured says: “When you
HAPPY REL1R*>.
as follows : White oak bark, taken the Museum
Don’t despair I Bead
ogy,
etc.,
the cream of medical
fresh and boiled in water for a strong
DR.A.G.
•
WANTED
literature I Thirty
liquor. Bathe the feet in the liquor. Hall, and ask the keeper to show you a
among tbs
°{ emitter OUU Xahsnfs beet assistantin resisting
filleted:thousands saved from an early grave,
It is pronounced the best of all reme- piece of coral stone,, which has to my
Consumption.
lost vitality;nervonsweakneea; who may marry;
knowledge been dripping oil for twenty
dies.
why not; lost memory; impelled health. Thirty
years in that building. It may throw
lectures delivered at Chicago Medical Institute,
sold bp the beat Drugglate. Prepared by
A hot lemonade is one of the best
price 60 rents. Circularsto ladles,two stamps.
OH.
some light on the ‘oil question.’ The
tree. Cures guaranteed. Addresser
remedies in the world for a cold. It likenesses in your book interestedme. FARMER’S WAR AGAINST MONOPOLIES. j. H. WILLSON, 83 Johm SC, New York. Consultation
tall on Dr. A. G. OLIN.OB Lmdolph-ek. oor. State,
jhicogo, DL Pleasant home tor patients,
acts promptly and effeetivaly,and has
Being a full and antbenttc accountof tha atrngThey are not of men I know, but they glaaof tbe AmericanFarmers againat the axtorcorrespondencestrictlyconfidential
no unpleasant after effects. One lemon
are all marked with intelligence, vigor tldus of the Railroad Companies, with a history of
(New
Edithe rise and 'progress of the Order of Patrons of
properly squeezed, cut in slices, put
tion) 20H OR. WHITTIER.'
and enterprise. They make a curious Hnsbandry,its objects and prospects.It -tells at
with sugar, and covered with a half pint
Longestengaged, and mostl
Bend for specimen pages snd terms to
study for those who care for physiogno- sight.
the age. Consultationor
Agenta, and see why it sells fatter than any other
of boiling water. Prink just before gomies. I do not think faces show men’s book. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
iel loveTcttere-art
of gSnliigloveoJandmar. write. Just published- for
ing to bed, and do not expose yourself
Chicago, 111., or Bt. Louis, Mo.
rying w ho and when vou pleanc— how to be l^andnatural traits so much as they do
Unscrapulouspublishers some-cure* for hundredeof diseases, also many Wi, aVumJs; 'a^k^piges,
on the followingday. This remedy will
I I Wile have taken advantage of the
their histories. What a man has gone
new secret*, arts, mysteries,money making
ward off an attack of the chills and fever through leaves marks on his face. I great demand for thia Ulstorypfthe Grange Move- methods,
Ac. Price only 25 cent*.
ment to Issue unreliable werks on the subject—
if used promptly.
thought I could read the story of each mere compilations from agricultural newspapers. Address,
Do not be imposed upon, tea that the book you
STEPHENS * CO., Pnbllahero,
Creosote for Warts.— Dr. Hainey, one before I looked at the letter press.” buy la indorsed by the leading Grangera.
Chicago, HI.
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The Liquor Business.

'Corat Contention.

Wo make

detailed statement in the

Anothtr "Wiak” Bom for “Tu-Ftjir,
7b On Editor qfOu HollandCity

N.

form

BOOTS & SHOES.

a

How:

y

The

States.

truth.

OF

Imported and domesticdistilled and
spirituous liquor ..................$l,!M4,n0O,000
...... l«,()00,000

was intended to

Compared with

be a weak dose, for after reading his “ pro-

gram” we were unable to discover any. The

BLACKSMITHING.

HEROLD,

E.

Total ....... ................. $1,487,000,000

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.

this,

cost of flour and meal was ..... $580,000,000
cost of cotton kwxI* ............ 115,000,000
cost of bootH and shoe* ......... 00, 000.000
cost of clothing ................ 70,000,000
cost of woolen pood ............fi0,000,0«0

The

undersltnied rcspectfhlly announces that ho
still anstalns his old reputation, and that no-

The
thing that would warrant a person to infer Thu
body needs to be wanting In anything
The
that the author of It, would be able to bear The
which belongs to his lino of tarde.
The
cost
of
newspapers
and
Job
more than a very diluted reply.
printing ..........................40,000,000 Laiiu, Cents,
Hisses Weir,
Last week’s “growl” from the gentleAlso a fall lino of
Total .......................... $905,000,000
man is— if such a thing is poesible-r-amore
There were 140,000 licensed liquor sadebilitated effort than his former one, and
! \
loons in the United States.
we only write this reply for the purpose of
Tho most competent workmen constantlyemThe quantity of distilled, fomented, and
ployed, and all work made up In the
correcting one or two of his misrepresenlatost stylo and with dispatch.
brewed liquors drank was sufficient to fill
tations.
a canal 4 feet deep, 14 feet wide, and 80
He says very kindly, that 41 ho does not
tyiirisg till Receive Prompt Attention,
miles long.
object to the style and language of my ar
E. HEROLD.
There were 400,000 more persons entide.” I am sorry that I cannot return the
Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-S^s-ly
gaged in the liquor businessin the United
compliment, but I do object most decidedStates than in preaching the Gospel and
ly to his renderingof my arguments.
school-teaching.
He pretends to quote from my article,
The total number of persons engaged in
and says 44 the assumption that all except
Ute business is 500,000, of which 50,003 are
GENERAL DEALER IN
the present city officersare drunkards,or
employed in making and selling annually
unfit to be elected,’ &c.” I am willing to
School Books,
5,085,038 barrels of beer.
Stationer)let “Growler” grumble to his heart’s conIt Is estimated Umt the clergy of the
Wall Paper,
tent, but would like to have it done in a
Window Shades,
United States cost annually $12,000,000;
gentlemanly manner. He either cannot
Envelopes,
the lawyers, criminals, prisons, etc., $00,read, or else he must have a veiy 44 weak”
Inks,
000,000, and intoxicatingliquors, as beIntellect, If he supposes that such a misrepWriting Books,
fore said, $1,474,000,000.
Pens,

Ms, d

Finsroinsro-s

•

A. CL0ETIN0H,

„

resentationas the one above, will “go

down.”

did not say that,

I

44

all except

the present city officers were drunkards,”
nor anything that could be construedinto

such

a

meaning.

Again, T. P.

“had

supposed, Ac. &c.”

If the gentleman is possessed of the aver-

The City

of

New

Memorandum Books,

make a street like
headway thirteen miles long. She spent

Dairies,
Slates,

for intoxicating liquors $60,000,000 during

might

as well say that,

because the snow

a natural conse-

is not falling, that, as

quence the rain muot
cause there is not
it

must be

44

be, as to

say that be-

much honor

in an office,

dishonorable.”

As we explained “ the salary” in our
last, we will only

say

that #re still think

that, “the laborer is worthy of his hire.”

We

all

kinds amounted

to $140,000,000; in

the

I

amusements$5,000,000 were spent,
’’hemeat bill was $20,000,000, flour bill
ublic

SkobiI Grortli

All Work

!

Warranted.
with

neatness

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
Thanking mv old customers for past favors,
a call from them, and as many new ones
as want anything in my line.
I solicit

47-KcMy

j.

FLIEMAN

When

Mr. Chase

brought to Mr.
bis financial scheme for

River 8t., Holland

Mich.

49-8e-ly

OLD STAND,
Where they have on hand

Drags

1

BOOTS & SHOES,

Paints

Laiiu'

mil

T

will sell at

In any quantities,for which I will pay tho

Grand Rapids

Prices.
Higlnt Whltiali Cult Xuht

CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
WINES AND

Henry
Done

LlftCOES,

& Perfumery.

Fancy

Cash Paid for Hides.

Shaving Brushes

li,

•PI

U

V

This

is really

44

of the great flock of

44

and representing(?) the people,

DENTISTRY

been repudiatedby
a

“

the

people, now

61,

44

stand

by.” I

fear

they will stand by several years before their
impartial

(!)

statementsin regard to

44

Formerly of this City, will be at the office of Dr.
Pow«". ,n the City of Holland, every
Monday, until further notice.

I

‘would sug-

interesting articles that issued forth from

Taxy” be nominated as a candidate for Alderman, or Fish Inspector
from the Fifth Ward. With his beautiful
theories of government,that Ward’s swamps
will have a fitting representative,and what
his

pen,

44

Where

„
Evenrbody who
wishes to purchase PAINTS OILS, VARNISH,
BRUSHES,
>, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock. The
iC

Tub

salary.

of

of 1878:

.

A A.

Steketee,

Jop printing done

[

#

at

all times.

-

In their Seasons, at Lowest Prices.

for

Butter, Egg* <k Vegetable*.

River

!BE

Boots a Shoes,

In

St.,

Holland, Mich.

E!

AQINT POR

Van Putter'sDrug

46-*cMy

U.S.Ex. Co.&BLL.

Store

R.

S. R.

R.

R. Depot,

HOLLAND, MIGH.

!

and every delicate and complicatedcontrivances.

Where may

LARGE
STOCK
- -

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

OP

GKENEIR/AL

Hard-warE.

Store,

The most Perfect Shuttle.

HARRINGTON,

1

or

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.
Stove-Pipe,Stove Tnmitnre, Etc.,
Horse
Horse Shoes,
Wagon Springs.
Horse Trimmings,
Glasa, Putty,

Nails,

>

!

•

Goods of the Best Quality and

at

the Lowest

Paints, Oils,

BRICES.

Hoixamd, Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

W lOthSi

OP THE CELEBRATED

SHONINGER ORGANS,
IN DAILY USE.

Nails, etc.

The heat mnalcal talent of the country recommend there Organc. The nlceet and beaty More
for your money, and gives better satisfaction,
than
any other now made. They comprisethe f

Farmers’ Implements,

Address:

m

3 5, 0 0 0

V.

No reaction from Springs.

AGENTS WANTED.
Retail

!

Full AiiortaiBtofth» But

be found at all times, at

Wholesale

Will Last a Life-Time

to see all my old friends and many new
ones to examine my goods, so well
elected for the trade.

WikiviABhud

Movements alPPositive.^
E. J.

PRICE REDUCED,

I hope

Divestedof every loose and clumsy attachments

DER VEEN, MUSIC HAS CHARMS!

E. VAN

Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customers
In the past, resuectfnllyInvites
the attentionof tho
Public to his

COUPLETS IN TSE WORLD,

ths-—-

Brick

sewing
4 Door*

Weit

mm
of

Sink,
so,,

Broadway, H. Y,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
51-11

Mo,

Onhttn

aid

Carpenters’ Tools,
And many other things

too nnmorons to men-

tion.

PRINCIPALOPPICi AND MANUFAfTORTAT

O0C*.

1*

Store.
to

ro:-

Self Setting Needle.

this

IN

the City.

Hardware

Victor Sewing Machine.

En|| Etc.

CASE
at panic prices

Etc.

Hats and Caps,

f

Total.

of

New Store on River Street,next

THE IsTEW

Glass-ware,

.

DEALER

goods purchasedof us will be

All ordere promptly attended to.

Crockery,

-

W

found

be

50-8s-ly

J. E. HIGGINS,

Office at M. L. S.

May

1874.

Give us a call before purchasingelsewhere,at our

4M*»-ly

Groceries,

.

28,

46-28-ly

Dry Goods,

...

anuary

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.

tomers that they have on hand and for sale

4ir Line Pi vision of the Central ...........104
Bouth Haven PI vision of the Central ...... 30
lilies branch of ths Central ................
7
Petrplt, Lansing k Lake Michigan ........ lot
Stantonbranch of Detroit, Lansing k Lake
Michigan .............................
Fort Wayne, Jackson k Saginaw .......... 4«
a Detroit, Hillsdale k Indiana ............... 83
Detroit k Bay City ...................... 108
Fish Lake Branch of the Detroit k Ray City 5 Vi
Grand Rapids A Indiana (and branch).... 287
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore ..........170
Michigan Southern,main line.... ......... 1S4
Jackson branch of the Miehipan Southern. 46
Grand Rapids branch of Mien. Bonthern ... 05
Lansingbranch of the Michigan Southern, on
Detroit A Milwaukee..................... 180
Flint A Pore Marauett .....................230
Chicago A Lake Boron
................176
Grand Trunk ........
........
03
Michigan Air Line (St. Clair A Chicago).. . 36
Michigan Lake Shore .................... 57
Saginaw VallaT A St. Pools ..............8ft

0

To any part

Etc., Etc., Etc.,

Cash Paid

'

-

J

Delivered Free!

Yankee Notions,
Flour & Feed,

Desire to inform their many friends and cus-

Michigan Central, main Hue ............... 224
Crawl Hi ver Valley... .................... 177
-Jackson. Lansing k Baginaw .............. -£t6

Baxley and Hops.

kinds of choice

VEGETABLES,
P.

All

Druggist a Pharmacist.

miles of railroad in the State at the close

Paw Paw ................................
4
Grand Rapids A Newaygo ................
38
OMwater A take Michigan .... 21
» torqulUe, Honghton A Ontonagon ....... 86
Chicago A northwestern,Mich. Division. . 87
’ Tol«do, Canada Southern A Dutrqit .......
Chicago * Canada Southern ............ ; 56
Mineral Range.., .,,, ..................... jg

all

HEBEK WALSH,
46-tf

shows the number

-

Glass-ware,

It

Qui.

FEED,

&

Crockery,

following table, prepared by the

Detroit Free Press,

FOR

hi*

ALWAYS ON BAND.

Family Groceries,

Holland TCity White Lead
i" enrpassed. is warrantedsuperior to any

White I^ad in this market, and is sold at much
less price. My stock la purchasedin large quantities of flrathands, saving all jobbers' proflta, and I
can therefore afford to sell nelow my neighbors.
Rmembtr—1 am not to be undersold by an*, House
Is more he will consider the honor, as a
in the Htate of Michigan. Call and see.
full equivalent for his valuable servicesand
not ask a

Also a complete Stock of

46-Xcl-1y

MEENGS,

H.

,

gest to our citizens,that as a return for the

CASH PRICES

58-tf

WMT.

lo-

cal taxation” will find many believers.

As election draweth nigh,

1874.

promptly attended to, and no
charged for

Competition.

THE STORK OF

AT

ALE on

pays the highest

Holland,

J

Holland, Mich., February9,

All orders

and

Which they are offering at Prices,that defy

Ready Again! FLOUR

RARI1DS,

Rood articleof LAGER
1a. hand at all times.

Hats & Caps, The proprietorwould announce that

Physician*' Prescription* Carefully Com-

Monroe Street,

ORAND

up

set

howl” through the columns of the city

press, and promise to

.

!

PROPRIETOR.
BEER

A

DELIVERY.

Crockery, and

everything, usually kept in Drag Stores.

BE. J. S. JOHNSON,

here. T. P’s. party after having

CARL ZEEB,
cartage

Groceries,

pounded, Day or Night.

nominated Horace Greeley for President.
It is so

assortment ok

•

.

sore-heads” who

congregatedat Baltimore, not many centuries ago,

goods,

Supporters and Trusses,

nice,” and reminds us

ilffl Cl

11HLIU,

Dry

And

Eagle
-117

Hair Brushes,

a pull

8.

at short notice.

46-KcMy

Nursing Bottles.

Prices,

FOR A GOOD ARTICLE.

Patent Medicines,

not be denied, even by the old Board.

by him.”

am now preparedto buy

Chilirits' Wear,

Oils,

Putty, Glass, Etc.
CHOICE

of J. E. Higgins, situated

HOLLAND,

Medicines,

and

Street.

M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
I

Which they

red, but just step

stand

and Market

near the old

to the street lamppost there,

|lf«t jpwtisromds.

8th

and Building

times, as T. P. well knows, and they could

44

Corner op

Having lately purchased the Hay Press

choice stock of

a

Hare just opened a Large and wall Selected Stock of

payers,” and promises that they will

In a ThoroughlySatlafactory
Manner.

Hay! Hay! Hay! Hay!

And Paint Brushes.
and
changed, so as to read to another tune? I’ll give you my note on demand which Razors and Razor Straps.
The “figures” have been given several will do just as well.’”
Chamois Skins, and

He concludes his little piece, by commanding the Npw* to 44 stand by the Tax-

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,

GENERAL DEALER IN

first

T haln’t got nary

Call on ua and you may b« auretht appearance,
price* and qualityof our Goodi will ault you. We are
ready to repair,

46-Hcl-ly

W. VANPUTTEN,

the figures, purse. ‘Good Lord!’ said the frightened
traveler,

TOYS,

mtiirnmniis,
their

in

& SHOE STORE,
AT THE

BOOT

Soaps
old-Board-ship,only repeating the stale paying old debts; but it reminds me of the
44 whine” (that appeared in the New*
)oor fellow w’ho was stopped by a robber Tooth Brushes,
months ago, in regard to the saving in n a dark alley, with a demand for his
Clothes Brushes,
your claim.” Cannot this “moan” be with me

FMCY
AND

TOYS AND CANDIES.

28,000,000, and the daily consumption of

poor teachers, for
incoln’s notice
man does not offer them any sym- carrying on the war by legal tenders, it is
pathy? and how will they survive without told that the President replied, “Why,
it! He seems to have deserted the sinking )hase! you think this is a new way of

me

link

Enttn

General Blacksmlthlng done
aid dispatch.

beer was 40,000 kegs.

are sorry for the

gentlemen, or I shall continue to deny

UMBER,

TS0B0UGEL7 SEASONED

My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from

CHECKER BOARDS,

the wise

school expenses) “give

USE NOTHING BUT

The

'dice Department cost $3,000,000, and in

SETS,

Steroscopes and Views,

manufacturing business $60,000,000;and
the banking business $80,000,000.

Table and Pocket Cutlery,

Etc.

he year 1870, and there were employed in

had 450
age amount of common sense bestowed
churches and chapels, and there were enupon human beings, I would consider it a
gaged in preaching and teaching the pubfavor if be would use a few pounds of it
ic and private schools 8,000 persons, all of
when reading my articles, for I did not
which to support cost $4,500,000.The tosay, that the Aldermanic chair was 41 distal sum invested in the liquor business of
honorable.” I said there was not much

Jewelry,

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
WarrantedSeat-Springsof any shape or style.

Slate Pencils,

the business 35,000 persons. She

honor connected with said office but he

Trucks, Etc.,

Watches,

SILVER

Light & Heavy Wagons,

Can be found

n direct lines, would

,

Silver Plated Ware,

Albums,

drinking saloons, which, if placed in rows

-

wagon man- Clocks,

Top or Open Buggies,
Sleighs,

THE

:o:—

ufactory at his old stand on River street,where he
may ho found, ready at all times to make anything In the line of

Pencils,

York had 7,000 licensed

OF

x

JACOB FLIEMAN,
HAs re-opened his carriageand

IffjiS;

i

Variety and Jewelry Store!

AND

he has spoken the Imported winca ...................15,000^000
Pom os tic wines. . ................ 5,000,000

article referred to

MW

•

Carriage Making,

flgurts are obtained from

Browed and fermentedliquors

fear

!

T. Evening

official documents:

he Is noted for the general proftindity o
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